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NEWS IN BRIEF 
^WiiiMiiiiMiiMiMmim 
Mortar Board signs members 
Mortar Board, the senior honor society, tapped 20 University juniors and 
Dean of Students Donald Ragusa, into membership yesterday morning, 
according to President Dave Coleman. 
Coleman said the 20 new initiates were selected from 400 applicants on the 
basis of outstanding scholarship, leadership and service. 
The new inductees include: Betsy Bissland, public relations, Daniel Blinn, 
psychology, Ann Brainard, psychology, Charles Bruns, accounting and man- 
agement information systems, Anne Clark, education, Ann Garapic, dietetics, 
Diane Grinstead, education, Donna Grinstead, geography, Gwynne Gulliford, 
business, Lisa Kilell, mathematics, Anne Lineback, music education, Cindy 
Matyi, psychology, Barbara Moeller, education, Penny Neiding, interpersonal 
and public communication, Patty Perrone, speech and hearing therapy, Helen 
Peters, environmental science and biology, Annette Petersen, accounting, 
. Linda Schultz, finance and international business. Lisa Slage, international 
studies, and Teresa Weinberger, radio-television-film. 
According to Coleman, Ragusa was chosen as the administrative honorary 
j member due to the dedicated service he has given to the student body. 
M*A*S*H ratings go up - and down 
NEW YORK - The CBS television finale of "M-A-S-H" not only won the Nielsen 
ratings against the other networks, but also surged to record levels in New 
York City's "flush" ratings, officials say. 
Officials with the city's Department of Environmental Protection say that | from raw data they've collected, many of those viewers stayed glued to their 
; TV sets throughout the 2^-hour show. 
A few minutes after the "M-A-S-H" episode ended at 11 p.m., the flow rates in 
Water Mains One and Two went up I y a total of 320 million gallons, according 
to the department's Andrew McCartiy. 
"Our engineers say you would have to have 1 million people flushing their | toilets at the same time to achieve that rate," McCarthy said. 
Weather 
Sunny and clear today with a high in the mid-SOs. Continued clear tonight 
with temperatures dropping to the low 30s. 
Celeste criticizes 
Rhodes in speech 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Democratic 
Gov. Richard Celeste, heaping crit- 
icism on former Republican Gov. 
James Rhodes, yesterday called for a 
$1.5 billion Jobs program, set the 
stage for raising business taxes and 
chastised his budget critics. 
Delivering his first state of the state 
address before a joint session of the 
Legislature, Celeste outlined a four- 
point program to build "a solid foun- 
dation on which Ohio can and will get 
back to work." 
While not providing specific details, 
Celeste said his plan involves devel- 
rent of five-year and 20-year job 
tegies; increased cooperation 
with neighboring states; quality edu- 
cation instead of quantity and "a fair, 
stable tax structure." 
But Celeste, who earlier sought and 
won enactment of a permanent 90 
percent individual income-tax in- 
crease, also delivered the sharpest 
attacks yet on his predecessor. 
He called the state's earlier $528 
million budget deficit a legacy left by 
the Rhodes administration. He zeroed 
in on the industrial development poli- 
cies of the ex-governor, who built a 
political career on pledges of "jobs 
and progress" and "no new taxes." 
"THERE WAS no strategy when 
my predecessor pit one community 
against another in bidding for a Volks- 
wagen plant," Celeste said. 
'There is no strategy when nearly 
all of the industrial development dol- 
lars are squandered in the first half of 
this year,   he said. 
Rhodes' secretary said he was out 
of state and unavailable for comment. 
Assistant House Minority Leader 
Waldo Bennett Rose, R-Lima, said he 
DUI law changes Thursday 
adds mandatory jail sentence 
Tiny protest BC Mews Photo/Patrick Sandor 
Austin Grant, 14 months old. holds a sign outside of the Federal Building 
yesterday urging Congressman Latta to vote for the nuclear freeze. 
With him is Nadia Pancsofar, age 5, and his mother, Belle Grant. 
was surprised by the Celeste attack. 
"I would term the tenor of the 
governor's speech in which he kind of 
set the tone for what he wants to do as 
petulantly political. I think the time 
has long since passed for the governor 
to get off the campaign trail," Rose 
said. 
Celeste was interrupted by ap- 
plause seven times during the 21-min- 
ute speech. 
Decision on defense budget cuts delayed 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate Re- 
publicans on Tuesday reluctantly 
postponed critical votes on defense 
spending in hopes of working out 
sharp differences with President Rea- 
gan, while House Democrats an- 
nounced a "consensus" budget 
blueprint of their own for fiscal ISM. 
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill 
Jr. and other Democratic leaders 
spelled out a Democratic alternative 
budget calling for much slower 
growth in defense spending than Rea- 
gan wants, additional spending for 
domestic programs ana new job- 
training and education programs. 
"This is a consensus budget," O'N- 
eill said of the $863.5 bHon plan, 
conceding there are still some differ- 
ences among Democrats on increas- 
ing tax revenues and other issues. 
Reagan's budget proposal is $848.5 
billion. 
Senior Senate Republicans dead- 
locked with the president over cuts in 
his proposed 1984 defense budget 
agreed Tuesday to a request from 
Reagan to delay action on the plan. 
Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M., chair- 
man of the Senate Budget Committee, 
said Reagan promised to look for 
ways to slow the proposed increase in 
military spending for next year and 
beyond. 
But Domenici said Reagan made no 
specific promises to reduce his $238.6 
billion 1964 Pentagon budget plan far 
enough to meet the demands of a 
broad majority of Republicans and 
Democrats on the committee. 
Presidential spokesman Larry 
Speakes said Reagan "obviously pre- 
fers" that Congress adopt his defense 
program with no changes. 
by Carolyn Van Schalk 
staff reporter 
Motorists stopping for a round of 
drinks may want to consider the new 
drunk driving law, and the conse- 
quences of being caught driving under 
the influence of alcohol. 
Although a police officer still must 
have sufficient evidence to pull a 
person over for driving under the 
influence, as of Thursday the drunk 
driving law makes five basic changes 
in the existing statute. 
The new law states that anyone 
convicted on a drunk driving charge 
must serve 72 consecutive hours In jail. The current drinking law also 
mandates a three-day sentence but, 
according to Bowling Green Police 
Chief, Galen Ash judges have man- 
aged to circumvent that aspect of the 
law by allowing drunken offenders to 
serve their sentences in other ways. 
Shortening a sentence or requiring a 
S;rson to attend alcohol abuse educa- 
on programs are alternatives. 
According to Bowling Green Munic- 
ipal Judge James Bachman, revisions 
in existing drunk driving laws were 
needed to prevent an intoxicated 
driver from causing major harm to 
himself or anyone else. 
"I think we all recognize the serious 
effect that the drunk driver can 
have," Bachman said. 
"THE COURTS have had a ten- 
dency to reduce charges and sen- 
tences," Ash said. "I hope this will not 
continue." 
According to Ohio Republican Con- 
gressman Michael Dewine, sponsor 
of the bill, the mandatory three-day 
sentence is designed to prevent an 
intoxicated person from driving. 
"The main emphasis of the bill was 
not to put people in jail," DeWine 
said. "The main emphasis was to get 
them off the highway." 
Secondly, the law increases penal- 
ties for repeat offenders. Anyone con- 
victed of a second drunk driving 
offense within five years of a previous 
conviction, will face a mandatory 10- 
day jail sentence, license suspension 
from four months to five years, and a 
fine not less than $150 and not greater 
than $1,000. 
Bachman said increased sentencing 
for second and third offenders will not 
change the city's current repeat of- 
fender process. Bachman said he is 
already strict with second and third 
time offenders. 
"Frankly, I don't see that much of a 
change in the operation of my office," 
Bachman said. "The way we handle 
things in our court, the second and 
third timer is never given a break 
anyway." 
A THIRD change in the statute 
states that the arresting officer has 
the right to immediately seize the 
alleged drunk driver's license. 
Ash said he is in favor of this. 
"I am in support of the arresting 
officer confiscating the driver's li- 
cense on the spot," he said. 
Also, any person refusing to take 
the Intoxilyzer test (a blood alcohol 
level test) automatically will receive 
a one-year driver's license suspen- 
sion. 
Bachman said requiring the Intoxi- 
lyzer test could pose a constitutional 
question. He expects that there will be 
people challenging the constitutional- 
ity of this issue in courts throughout 
the state. 
"There will probably be people 
challenging the validity of the Intoxi- 
lyzer," he said. 
Finally under the new law, anyone 
found to be driving with a blood alco- 
hol level of 0.10 percent, automat- 
ically is considered drunk. Before 
changes in the law occurred, other 
evidence was required to gain a con- 
viction. 
City Prosecutor Warren Lotz said 
the test eliminates any need for proof 
beyond the blood alcohol level. 
I think the new law makes reading 
of the 0.10 not a presumption of guilt, 
but guilty," he said. "The law is 
clearer now and there is less gray 
area." 
New 'drunk law* 
may test jail room 
by Erin Esmont 
staff reporter 
Changes in the state's drunk 
driving law will multiply problems 
at the already overcrowded county 
jail. Bowling Green Municipal 
Judge James Bachman said yes- 
terday. 
"I am glad that we have the law, 
but one feature that will be difficult 
is finding space in the jail," he 
said. 
11K new law, which went into 
effect today, requires a mandatory 
three-day jail sentence and some 
officials worry that the present jail 
facilties will not be able to accomo- 
date these drunk traffic offenders. 
"I think it (the law) will help, but 
there is one problem - where are 
we going to put the drunks? There 
is no room to put them in the county jail," Bowling Green Police Sgt. 
Claude Clouse said. 
Overcrowding of the Jail is one of 
the most immediate problems the 
officials have had with the new 
law. 
"In my case, I am overcrowded 
already. Wood County Sheriff 
George G inter said. 
ACCORDING TO Ginter, last 
year the Sheriff's Office handled 1,- 
000 driving under the influence 
(DUI) cases. He added "if they 
(the judges) go according to the 
law and do what they are supposed 
to do, I could have a thousand more 
in jail." 
Concern over housing the drunk 
driver has resulted in the consider- 
ation of alternate plans. 
Ginter said he has considered a 
halfway house for drunk drivers to 
serve their mandatory sentences, 
because this would alleviate the 
overcrowding and prevent drunk 
drivers from serving time with 
more hardened criminals. 
"I would like to see some sort of jail annex for the drunk drivers," 
Judge Bachman said. "They are in jail with serious criminal offend- 
ers, and I don't like to see traffic 
offenders in with criminal offend- 
ers." 
Bachman said he is in agreement 
with the new law and the manda- 
tory jailing clause, yet he said he 
feels it should be supplemented 
See LAW page 4 
Freida, Freddy 'decapitated' 
Former    Freddies    and    Freidas,    left 
Becky Douglass and Cindy Rempe. 
to    right.    Steve    Elchert.    Jeff    McGaffick,     BG Mews Photo/Patrick Sandor 
by Kelly Weasner 
reporter 
Beheadings are normally a tragic 
event but the decapitation of this 
year's Freddy and Freida Falcon was 
met with applause and cheers. 
Becky Douglass and Cindy Rempe 
wore the costume of Freida this year 
and Jeff McGaffick and Steve Elchert 
played the role of Freddy. 
Douglass, 30, is a sophomore com- 
munication education major. 
"The most exciting part of being 
Freida was going to the California 
Bowl this year," Douglass said. "But, 
there are a lot of things that we do 
that the people don't see. A lot of PR is 
involved both on and off campus. We 
call the players, participate in Rec 
Center Programs and we also went to 
Kroger to promote a game." 
Douglass kept the secret of her 
identity well. Her roommate knew 
that she was Freida but not many 
others. 
"The reactions of the kids are what 
makes it all worthwhile," she said. 
"Sometimes they even ask yon for 
your autograph and that's a neat 
The costume Freida wears can pre- 
sent some problems. While visiting 
rooms to raise spirit among the stu- 
dents, Douglass had the unfortunate 
experience of sitting on someone's 
chips and dipping her tail feathers 
into their dip. Skating in the costume 
is another danger area. 
"Not being able to talk was the 
hardest thing about being Freida." 
Douglass said. Alternate Cindy 
Rempe agreed. 
"Charades got to be a big thing. I 
would find myself making Facial ex- 
pressions and smiling ana then real- 
ize that no one could see," she said. 
Other than attending games, 
Rempe went to practices and to 
marching band practices. 
THE MOST embarrassing thing 
that happened to me while I was 
Freida was when I ran into a ref at the 
basketball game beak first," Rempe 
said. 
Jeff McGaffick, 21 a senior busi- 
ness pre-law major, has known nine 
former Freddys and Freidas. He 
based his decision to try out on this. 
"I always enjoyed myself. The best 
part is people responding. Making 
them laugh is fun," McGaffick said. 
He considers himself one of the 
major sports fans in the University. 
"Losing is the worst part," McGaf- 
fick said. "It hurt that we didn't get a 
hockey bid. The intensity of the game 
really gets to you, you almost feel 
responsible for the outcome. The 
team, you and the fans work hard. 
"The main thing I'll stress for next 
year's bird is to take the role seriously 
and be prepared. Don't go to the game 
without something special that you 
can do," McGaffick advised. 
ALTHOUGH HE stresses being pre- 
pared, McGaffick was enroute to two 
of this year's games without his tail. 
Freida saved the day both times by 
reminding him of his lack of tail 
feathers. 
Although the time involvement was 
great, Elchert "cot wrapped up in the 
team," he said. T'Next year's Freddy 
should not try to practice the same 
things. Take advantage of the situa- 
tion when it appears. 
Elchert took a class to learn to 
skate but, as expected, the suit cre- 
ated some problems. 
"Skating for survival was about the 
best I could do," he said. 
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Issue 94 
Creative plans needed to 
keep dorm fees down 
Last Friday at their March meeting the Board of Trustees 
voted unanimously to increase room and board fees by 6.4 
percent. The total increase per year totals $112. 
In these times of economic hardship $112 is more than some 
people will be able to afford. When this increase is viewed in 
conjunction with the almost certain tuition increase for next 
year, it is not illogical to assume some students will not be 
able to return to school in the fall. 
We recognize the severe financial squeeze the University is 
encountering, and the news from Columbus does not provide 
much hope of this easing in the near future. However, we feel 
adequate consideration must be given to the financial plight 
of students. 
It is cheaper to live off campus than to live in the residence 
halls. Yet, the Board of Trustees continues to require 
students to live on campus for their first two years here. 
The rationale behind the rule is justified. If the halls are not 
filled each year the University loses money. However, we do 
not see evidence of plans to renovate any halls to fit into the 
long-range building plans for the University. The board must 
recognize there are too many residence halls and take steps 
to remedy the situation rather than place the burden on 
students. 
We also fail to see pilot projects on this campus aimed at 
lowering costs and employing more students. Co-op dorms 
have worked at universities across the country. In these 
residence halls students work together to clean and maintain 
the dorms. This lowers costs substantially by eliminating the 
need for maids and other employees. In Bowling Green we 
have yet to see even one floor devoted to an experiment with 
this type of living. 
We also feel there are many jobs on this campus which 
could utilize student labor at minimum wage rather than the 
higher salaries paid to full-time University employees. Some 
of these positions are limited to full-time employees by state 
regulations. However, instead of accepting these regulations 
the board could be actively lobbying to change them. 
Reagan has no place in pulpit 
President Reagan recently left the 
White House to climb into a pulpit 
down at Disney World. Addressing a 
group of evangelicals, the president 
COMMENTARY 
by Gary Wills 
rightly claimed that ours is a very 
religious nation. That has always 
been the case, from our origins. 
There's been no notable falling off in 
religious belief or practice in modern 
times. If Reagan went outside the 
evidence with nis claim that a new 
"great awakening" has begun, he did 
not err more than those do who say 
there has been decline in Ameican 
religion. 
Reagan used the fact that America 
is devout to argue that a conspiracy 
must exist by which evil people foist 
on the religious majority such ung- 
odly practices as abortion or the giv- 
ing out of contraceptives to teen- 
agers. These evildoers have infil- 
trated the very government - Ronald 
Reagan's own government - where 
they are "superintending us by gov- 
ernment rule and regulation." 
The American government is thus 
un-American in Ronald Reagan's 
eyes. The they' of his discourse have 
"a value system... radically differ- 
ent from that of most Americans." 
And these un-Americans are backing 
an alliance of the devil when they 
advocate a nuclear freeze. 
But in fact a majority of church- 
goers in America favor the abortion 
option, and a majority of the same 
people favor the nuclear freeze. They 
nave not ceased to be religious, but 
their moral views differ from Mr. 
Reagan's. For him to call their posi- 
tion anti-religious is absurd. 
In fact, Ronald Reagan is the bene- 
ficiary of changing moral views 
within the church. Not too long ago in 
our history, he would have been re- jected by the devout because of his 
divorce. This defender of family 
rights would have been called to order 
by the godly since he has children who 
have lived in the drug world, lived in 
fornication or imitated his own di- 
vorce. 
Religion has not declined, but one 
form of moralism that equated itself 
with religion has suffered tremem- 
dous setbacks. The fulminations of 
the "moral majority" come from the 
fact that they have lost the social 
power they once wielded - the power 
to ban certain books and movies, to 
enforce certain marital requirements 
on political candidates, to exact a 
certain public decorum that was theo- 
logically sectarian. 
The attempt to legislate prayer for 
the schools Is itself an admission of 
failure on the part of its proponents. 
President Reagan began his speech in 
Florida with a statement that Ameri- 
can vitality is derived from the peo- 
ple, the family, the churches, not 
from government. Then why try to 
legislate prayer  in a government 
area, the public schools? "Let our 
children pray," the president cried - 
which is tantamount to confessing 
that if they are not coerced to pray by 
the government they are not going to 
pray at all. 
It seems that others are having as 
little luck with their children as Ron- 
ald Reagan had with his. So, having 
failed in their homes and churches, 
they call on the government to make 
up for their defeat. Yet these are the 
very people who denounce the govern- 
ment and say it should not take on the 
family's duties. 
Such people are obviously confused, 
as is the president they appeal to. 
America has remained such a reli- 
gious country because of the separa- 
tion of church and state. Attempts to 
violate that separation are a disser- 
vice to religion. So are presidents who 
take to the pulpit. 
Gary Wills is a columnist for the 
Universal Press Syndicate. 
Israel changing its diplomatic style 
Before he left Washington to be- 
come defense minister here, Moahe 
Arens said he had learned a great 
deal as ambassador to the U.S. He 
COMMENTARY 
by Joseph Kraft 
was asked to name one thing. "The 
importance of personalities,' he re- 
plied at once. 
"hat lesson now bears fruit in the 
high-level Israeli mission that has 
been sent to Washington to deal with 
the Lebanese problem. Though 
headed by Foreign Minister Yitzhak 
Shamir, it was undertaken on the 
motion of Arens. It represents a bid 
for the favor of Secretary of State 
George Shultz, and thus marks a 
departure from the approach favored 
by Ariel Sharon, the general deposed 
as defense minister after the Beirut 
massacres. 
The basic issue in Lebanon is joint 
withdrawal of the forces of Israel, 
Syria and the Palestine Liberation 
Organization. Within that framework 
there arise questions of future secu- 
rity and diplomatic relations between 
Israel and Lebanon. 
A deal made with Lebanon, behind 
the back of the U.S., was central to the 
Sharon approach. He tried, in secret 
talks with Christian militants around 
President Amin Gemayel, to work out 
a treaty whereby Lebanon would 
make peace with Israel as a part of 
the withdrawal process. That 
backstairs approach is now emphati- 
cally discarded. By going to Washing- 
ton at this time, the Israelis 
acknowledge they need U.S. help to 
succeed in the Lebanese talks. 
A thick Israeli security presence in 
Lebanon was also part of Sharon's 
plan. He had hoped before withdrawal 
to plant on Lebanese soil three elec- 
tronic warning stations manned by 
Israelis, who could follow military 
movements in both Lebanon and 
Syria. That idea has been abandoned, 
as has another scheme for Israeli- 
manned observation posts on Leb- 
anese territory. 
What the Shamir mission to Wash- 
inton seeks now is an accord whereby 
Israeli troops can loin Lebanese 
forces in Joint patrols of southern 
Lebanon. The Lebanese forces would 
be composed of the Christian militia 
supported by Israel as an independent 
army under Major Saad Haddad. The 
Israeli idea is that the Hadda militia 
would be integrated into the Lebanese 
army, with Haddad himself serving at 
least temporarily as governor in the 
region, if not commander. 
Some step toward commercial and 
diplomatic recognition was also part 
of Sharon's scheme. The Lebanese - 
under pressure from other Arab coun- 
tries, notably Saudi Arabia - have 
flatly refused. Now the idea is that 
after the coordinated withdrawal, the 
border would be opened for limited 
traffic, and the Israelis would main- 
tain an unofficial diplomatic rep- 
resentative in Beirut. 
Whether the Lebanese will accept 
even these scaled-down Israeli objec- 
tives is not certain. But the Lebanese 
foreign minister, Eli Salen, will be in 
Washington the same time as Shamir. 
If there is a chance of accord, Shamir 
is prepared to meet with him. 
Nor is it clear that the Syrians, 
having been reinforced by the Rus- 
sians, will pull out, taking the PLO 
force with them. As the Israelis with- 
draw. But the Israelis feel they have 
worked out, at a low level, all the 
details of their own withdrawal. A 
principal purpose for the Washington 
visit is to lay before Secretary Shultz 
the problem of coordinating Israel's 
pullout with the Syrian withdrawal. 
What the Israelis most want, how- 
ever, is an understanding of their 
security problem at a high level. They 
have increasingly felt hostility on the 
part of the president's special ambas- 
sador, Philip Habib. With Prime Min- 
ister Begin not exactly persona 
gratissima in Washington, dialogue at 
the top has been meager. The sense 
here is that Secretary Shultz has the 
Sitience and the grasp to understand 
e Israeli perspective. They go to 
him, having abandoned many claims, 
with the expectation that they will 
find a sympathetic listener. 
In sum, the Israelis are finally 
beginning to personalize their diplo- 
macy with the U.S. After months of 
antagonizing leading American offi- 
cials, they are making a deliberate 
effort to win friends in Washington. 
That is not the worst news coming out 
of the Middle East these days. 
Joseph Kraft is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
LETTERS J.|-!.;-:.M.:.|.:.:.:.r.:*^ 
Condemnation of Israel 
used emotional argument 
In his recent letter, Professor 
Charles Chittle accused the BG News 
of printing stories favorable to Israel 
at the expense of Palestinians. Al- 
though he condemns "these Israel 
apologists and propagandists," the 
writer, in his defense of the Palestin- 
ians, fails to acknowledge his own sins 
of omission. 
Professor Chittle states that Israel 
is guilty of committing human rights 
violations against Palestinians and 
maintains that the government is 
pursuing what is, in effect, a policy of 
genocide. He conveniently omits men- 
tion of the long history of attacks 
against Israeli civilians in his emoti- 
nal charges. Although violence 
against one group does not justify 
reprisals, it is misleading to white- 
wash all Palestinians as innocent 
victims of Israeli aggression. 
In his discussion of the investigation 
surrounding the Beruit massacre, the 
author does not clearly dl«tingiii«h 
between the commission's findings 
and subsequent government action. 
Although Prime Minister Begin re- 
fused to completely remove Ariel 
Sharon from the government, this 
does not destroy the integrity of the 
report itself. In addition, one should 
note that the Lebanese government 
has not conducted such an investiga- 
tion into the massacre even though it 
was carried out by members of the 
Christian Phalangist faction in that 
country. 
Finally, Professor Chittle's compa- 
rison of Sharon ("The Butcher of 
Beruit") with Nazi war criminal 
Klaus Barbie ("The Butcher of 
Lyons") lacks validity. Whereas Bar- 
bie actively took part in the torture 
and murder of thousands ofpriaoners, 
members of the Christian Phalangists 
were directly responsible for the Be- 
ruit massacre, while Sharon should 
rightly be criticized for not anticipat- 
ing the consequences of allowing Pha- 
langists into the refugee camps, 
Chittle's analogy is historically insen- 
sitive and irrational. If this is what 
the writer describes as "a more bal- 
anced presentation of world devel- 
opmenr' which should appear in the 
BG News, one must wonder at his 
sense of judgement and understand- 
ing. 
Sandra Davlai 
Center for Archival Collactlons 
EDITOR'S NOTE: Contrary to the 
statements in this letter, the Lebonese 
government is currently conducting 
an investigation of the massacres at 
the Palestinean refugee camps. 
Reader disagrees 
with Latta editorial 
Boy do I feel silly. I've been think- 
ing that the B.G. News is supposed to 
be a responsible forum in which is- 
sues important to the study body can 
be discussed. Unfortunately, I've dis- 
covered that the B.G. News has be- 
come a personal liberal propaganda 
sheet for the editor. 
Your editorial on March 10 clearly 
demonstrated your unthinking bias 
against the Republican Party, conser- 
vative politics, and Congressman 
Latta. Mr, latta has been in Congress 
for twenty-five years because be rep- 
resents the interests of his constitu- 
ents (who oppose nuclear war but 
wont settle for the notion that being 
red is better than being dead.) 
For those of you who think that 
nuclear proliferation is the most im- 
portant issue today surely it must be 
obvious that President Reagan must 
have a strong position from which to 
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bargain with the Russians. That's the 
only was the Soviets will take START 
seriously. We all know what kind of 
mess we got into with SALT n. The 
Russians really liked SALT II. No 
wonder, huh? We can't affored to put 
ourselves in such an impotent position 
again. 
Soviet Premier Andropov led the 
invasion of Hungary in 1956, and 
you're only kidding yourself it you 
think he doesn't seethe nuclear freeze 
movement as an invitation to do the 
same thing in America. Congressman 
Latta is realistic enough to know that 
the possibility, while remote, does 
exist. 
Perhaps if the ideology of the fifth 
district is so offensive to you you 
might try the ninth district. I under- 
stand that since the last election dem- 
agoguery has been thriving up there. 
If not. just try to be a little more 
objective. It would give your paper a 
little more credibility and influence 
on campus. 
dale C. Shumakar 
922 Otfenhauar Weal 
Soccer Team thanks 
their many supporters 
This letter goes out to all those 
people who have helped make Bowl- 
ing Green Soccer the first rate pro- 
gram it is today. 
Many thanks to our fans for their 
support as they have stayed with us 
through the good times and the bad 
times. 
To the Vatan's, a very special 
thanks, for without their kindness and 
generosity we would not be enjoying 
many of the "extras" that have come 
our way. Also, we would like to thank 
Mark's Pizza Pub, for all they have 
done for the program, and to all our 
boosters we say - thank you. 
For their excellent coverage of our 
games and for the additional stories 
on the players, we express our grat- 
itude to the BG News. 
Our hard work combined with all 
your support can only mean better 
things for BG Soccer. 
BQSU Vanity Sooeer Team 
Commentary column 
showed Immaturity 
Isn't it nice that the BG News news 
editor can use 48 square inches of the 
paper to announce to the world that 
she's a SENIOR - big deal (Commen- 
tary. March 9.) 
I'd suggest she get off her high 
horse and come back to reality. It 
might do her some good to humble 
herself and realize she's probably 
only three or four years older than the 
very youngest on this campus. 
Do you remember how high school 
seniors like to think of themselves as 
mature, sophisticated and, yes, al- 
most old? They used to patronize 
underclassmen too. It seems silly now 
and almost cute, doesn't it? 
If she could clear her stereotype- 
clouded vision she might also realize 
that there are some college students 
(of all ages) who do not participate in 
the activates she has so maturely put 
behind. By the same token, I know 
some seniors who are more wrapped 
Si in these activties than ever before, 
y, my, I guess tbey haven't aged as 
quickly as she has. 
Martin Johnson 
OCMB2640 
Kennedy died just 
as he was learning 
RESPOND 
The BG News Opinion Page is the 
forum for comments re- 
articles in The News or 
issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number and phone num- 
ber must be included for verifica- 
tion. 
Letters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 300 words and guest 
columns should not be longer than 
500 words. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject letters or portions of letters 
that are in bad taste, malicious or 
libelous. All submissions are sub- ject to condensation. 
Address*your comments to: 
Editor 
The BG News 
IN University Hall 
The Kennedy story is like no other 
in the history of the American Presi- 
dency. It has everything - money, 
success, power, glamour, tamily, sex, 
COMMENTARY 
by Max Lerner 
.■.•.WMV.v."ffv.v.^^'.^^^^^^^,!^^^^^^^^^,.^^^^^^^^^*.■.■.^■. 
hubris, danger, tragedy. Herbert Par- 
met, who carried Kennedy to the 
nominating convention in his I960 
volume, "Jack," now completes the 
story in "JFK: The Presidency of 
John F. Kennedy." The two volumes 
finally enable us to see the man 
whole. Parmet touches all the bases. 
Here are some of them. 
- Addison's disease. Kennedy suf- 
fered not only from a bruised and 
ailing back but from Addison's dis- 
ease, a dangerous disorder of the 
adrenal glands, which he kept under 
control with continuous use of corti- 
sone. Hence the jowly look in his later 
photos. He had a cluster of doctors 
who jealously warred with each other 
over his treatment. But aside from a 
few friends and reporters it was kept 
almost secret from the public. 
- The Womanizer. It is scarcely 
news that Kennedy had a macho 
fascination with and for women. Par- 
met dug up, in his earlier volume, the 
story of the beauteous Inga Arvad, a 
Sirce who may have been Jack's most 
Intense flame before the presidency. 
The FBI had evidence that she was a 
Nazi agent, which led Joe Kennedy to 
get his son transferred to the Pacific 
war theater - which led to the fateful 
PT boat adventure. 
Holding this over him J. Edgar 
Hoover could have destroyed Kenne- 
dy's presidential candidacy. This ac- 
counts for the fact that JFK's first act 
as president was to extend Hoover's 
FBI tenure. 
- The Castro Obsession. Kennedy 
was curiously caught in a mirror- 
image involvement with Fidel Castro, 
from the Bay of Pigs to his death in 
HOTEL AMERICA 
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Dallas. With one appeal to the world's 
youth I think he saw Castro as his only 
real competitor. 
The CIA assassination plots were 
authentic. What also made them di- 
cey was the CIA effort to use the 
Rosselli-Giannina Mafia connection, 
and the fact that Giannina's mistress 
- Judith Campbell - made 70 phone 
calls to the white House and visited 
Kennedy at least five times in the 
early part of 1961. This gave Hoover 
another potential weapon against 
JFK. who seemed to court danger as 
assiduously as Nietzche's Rope- 
walker. 
- JFK's Growth. The Gary Wills 
theme that all the Kennedy children 
were "imprisoned" by the family 
conditioning is true enough. But Par- 
met gives a more just perspective in 
showing that the family constellation, 
including the hype of the demanding 
father, released Jack's energies in the 
act of supporting them. 
Jack became truly his own man 
later than most presidents. Yet, con- 
sidering how he was cushioned 
against the realities most of us face, 
the Kennedy story is a growth story, 
right up to the Cuban missle crisis 
when he achieved his stature. 
- What Kind of Liberal? Kennedy 
knew how to woo and win the liveral 
elite in his day. But the later "revi- 
sionist" biographers charge him with 
being a "cold war" president, be- 
cause of his stand on Vietnam, Laos, 
the "missile gap" and counter-insur- 
gency training. 
I think they have hold of less than a 
half-truth. As a liberal, Kennedy had 
more of the reality principle in him 
than of the welfare-and-compassion 
principle, but he was moving toward a 
good mix. Along with his belief in a 
strong defense, as Parmet shows, he 
had broken through to an arms limita- 
tion stand. Death cut him down just 
when he was reaching the fullness of 
his powers. 
Max Lerner is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
by John Ambrosovage 
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Forensics team a consistent winner, challenge for student participants 
by Joe Gray 
assistant copy editor 
Sometimes students on the Univer- 
sity's forensics team are masochists, 
Deb Bellard-Reiche, director of the 
individual events segment of the pro- 
gram, said last week. 
She was jokingly referring to the 
tension speakers sometimes put 
themselves through when a judge at a 
tournament gives them a quote to 
build a speech around, and deliver 
within 10 minutes. But the speakers 
survive. 
The forensics program is a compet- 
itive speaking team divided into a 
debate team and individual events. 
Students on the team travel to other 
universities to compete in tourna- 
ments. 
Though there is no debate team this 
year, the forensics team's individual 
events segment ranks among those in 
the top five schools in the nation, 
Bellard-Reiche said. 
"We've been in the top five for five 
years," she said. "People tend to 
think that sports are the only top- 
ranked teams around (the Univer- 
sity), and they're not." 
THE FORENSICS program has no 
debate team this year because the 
experienced members from last year 
don't attend the University any 
longer, Dr. William Benoit, director 
of the forensics program, said. He 
said he'd like to have a debate team 
because it rounds out the program, 
but beginning students have no one to 
imitate and learn from. 
Within the individual events seg- 
ment of competition, students com- 
pete regularly in nine events that 
occur at the national tournament, 
Bellard-Reiche said. These events are 
extemporaneous speaking, im- 
promptu, impromptu sales, per- 
suasive public address, informative, 
after-dinner speaking, rhetorical crit- 
icism, interpretation of prose and 
interpretation of poetry. 
In the extemporaneous speaking 
event Judges give speakers a topic on 
current issues or events from which 
students must build a speech. To help 
with preparing "extemp" speeches 
the team carries a file of newspaper 
and magarine cuppings to tourna- 
ments, Bellard-Reiche said. 
In another event, after dinner 
speaking, speakers use humor to get 
across a serious point. 
HUMOR SOMETIMES invades 
other events. During the final round of 
impromptu sales - which requires the 
Show studies bomb survival 
BG News photo/Tim Tobln 
John Downs (front), Lillian Gabay and Tim Weiner of the Lantern 
Theater   Company   performed   in   last   night's   docudrama.   'The 
Ghosts of Hiroshima." 
by Doug Gurnlck 
reporter 
Last night's performance, "The 
Ghosts of Hiroshima," documented 
the experiences of the survivors v. the 
only atomic bombing the world has 
known. The performance was an at- 
tempt by the Lantern Theater Com- 
pany of Oberlin College to show the 
way the bombing altered the lives of 
the people of Hiroshima. 
The Grand Ballroom of the Union 
was set up with a stage outlined by 
four flaglike banners with a projec- 
tion screen in the rear. The outside 
banners symbolized a splitting atom. 
On stage, the four actors assumed 
the roles of scientist, physicist and 
other nuclear experts. 
The actors held up ceramic masks 
to the audience to represent the survi- 
vor's accounts. Actress Deborah Lu- 
bar said the masks were used as a 
vehicle to convey the struggles the 
survivors have gone through. 
"The masks are a representation of 
the survivor's stories. We as actors 
cannot assume their roles. They have 
experienced  much more  than  we 
could ever convey," Lubar said. 
WHILE THE actors assumed the 
roles of nuclear experts, they an- 
swered the questions of reporters 
about the numbers associated with 
America's nuclear arsenal. The nu- 
clear experts constantly contradicted 
themselves by downplaying the dan- 
ger of nuclear war. 
During the press conference, the 
survivors told their stories, but were 
constantly interrupted by the nuclear 
experts. During this discussion slides 
of the bombing's aftermath were 
flashed on the screen. 
This conveyed the central message 
of "The Ghosts of Hiroshima." One 
point of the play was telling the story 
of the survivors, instead of building 
America's nuclear arsenal. 
In the play, the survivors are 
pushed into the background. The audi- 
ence only hears parts of their side of 
the story and does not realize the 
immense nuclear danger the world 
faces. 
The "Ghosts of Hiroshima" has 
been touring Ohio communities and 
recently was on Japanese television 
as a part of the Peace Education 
movement in Japan. 
Two years were spent in Japan 
interviewing the survivors of the 
bombings of Nagasaki and Hiro- 
shima. 
"We are touring America because 
the survivors felt their story should be 
told here," Lubar said. 
speaker to make a sales pitch for a 
product - at the University of Toledo 
the product was a lint collector for a 
clothes dryer, Dan Donnellon, a se- 
nior interpersonal and public commu- 
nications major and forensic team 
member, said. 
"Five of the six people in the round 
had no idea what it was," Donnellon 
said. One team member took second 
place by selling it as "a new kind of 
chicken wire for the farmers of Amer- 
ica," he said. 
"Someone (from another school) 
attempted to hint it was a sexual aid," 
he said, adding the speaker did a bad 
job. 
Bellard-Reiche said the forensics 
team has qualified 10 people of the 20 
on the team for the national tourna- 
ment April 21-25 at the University of 
Illinois. She expects nine more to 
qualify for nationals, she said. 
Though the University's forensics 
team does consistently well at tourna- 
ments, Benoit said he thinks the fo- 
rensics program inevitably suffers 
from its budget restrictions. 
St. Patty's Parade to be a teetotaler 
CINCINNATI (AP) - Sunday's 17th annual St. Patrick's Day parade left 
promoters with a call for banning beer and other alcoholic beverages next 
year. 
Jim Casey, the parade's grand marshal, wants drinking and floats sponsored 
by bars eliminated from the parade. He was unable to stop people from 
drinking while riding on the floats, he said. 
Fifteen people were hurt when an overloaded float collapsed after the 
parade. In another incident, police charged the driver of a float with driving 
under the influence of alcohol after two people were hurt. 
Casey said at least 22 of the more than 80 floats in the parade were sponsored 
by alcohol-serving establishments or beer distributors. 
"We're definitely going to have to bring up the issue of keeping these bars 
out. They're the problems. They're the ones we generally have the most 
trouble with," he said. 
HURRY! TIME IS RUNNING OUT! 
Sign up for a Mini Course 
Choose from over 25 mini courses 
including Knitting, CPR, Mixology 
DEADLINE MARCH 18 
er at UAO Office 
For more information call UAO office 2-2343 
SCASH & CARRY SPECIALS: 
GREEN 
FANCY 
CARNATIONS Dozen $6.00 
MIXED 
BOUQUETS $2.50 
LONG STEM 
ROSES— Dozen $10.00 .. 
MYLES FLOWERS 
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING FACING RR TRACKS 
91 OFF 
Any medium pizza 
with ONE or more items 
pBsjvielloVf 
InSK^—   ONE- 
OPIN 4 p.m. 
ree Delivery 
COUPON PER PIZZA | 
EXPIRES 3/31/83 
352-5166 Voted Best Ptzzo In B.G. | 
BCOUPON ESSBSBS 
HELP MAKE 
THE 
I I 
( 
CONTINUE    N 
PLEDGE TODAY 
S 
SUPPORT THE      ' 
UNIVERSITY 
AND THE 
HEALTH CENTER 
ENDOWMENT FUND : 
BOARD  OF   BLACK   CULTURAL 
ACTIVITES 
&'• 
»j> 
^ "An After Five Affair 
Featuring Lyffe and Audio out of Dayton 
Time: 8:00p.m. Admission: $1.50 
Place: Grand Ballroom - University Union 
Date: March 18 
Cash Bar - I.D. Required 
Dance following the concert 
rtmnmTii»11 nrmnnr; 
If Da Vinci Can Do It - So Can You! 
Capture a prize winning smile 
on film and submit it to 
THE PHOTO CONTEST 
Winning pictures will appear in the 1983-84 
UAO Day by Day Calendar. 
No limit to number of entries. 
Pictures due April 8 at 5pm. 
Photos will not he returned. 
Illtlllll I.I.M I » MJJUUUUUULU IIIIIIIUJHUIU 
TAKE IT OFF 
CONGRATULATIONS 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
ON YOUR NIT BID! 
CAPITOL PARK MOTOR HOTEL 
WELCOMES YOU TO THE NIT TOURNAMENT 
AND 
INVITES YOU TO STAY IN OUR AAA RATED 
MOTEL LOCATED IN LANSING, MICHIGAN 
ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY. 
SPECIAL NIT TOURNAMENT RATES 
$29.95 PER ROOM       (REG. $45.00 VALUE) 
2 DOUBLE BEDS PER ROOM 
TO MAKE RESERVATIONS 
CALL 517-482-1491 COLLECT 
* RESERVATIONS ARE REQUIRED! 
20%   OFF   marked price 
on ALL CLOTHING!! 
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY ONLY 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
Open Monday-Friday 8-5, Saturday 9-5. 
Other Discounts Do Not Apply 
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College of Education proposes computer class requirement 
by Cindy Orehck 
reporter 
A recognized need for a computer 
literacy course for educators has 
prompted a proposal to be submitted 
to the College of Education, according 
to Dr. William Speer, education de- 
partment. 
"Hie overriding goal (of this 
course) is learning to apply the micro- 
computer to a classroom setting," 
Speer said. "It would be required for 
all new elementary education majors, 
but open to all education majors, he 
said, adding the class is tentatively 
planned for fall. 
Courses for graduate education ma- jors in using the microcomputer have 
been in existence for two years. How- 
ever, there are no courses of this kind 
for the undergraduate, Speer said. 
Even so, be added, there are opportu- 
nities for the undergraduate to learn 
computer techniques. 
According to Speer, an independent 
study program entitled the Apple 
Orchard, where University students 
help children with games and pro- 
gramming on the microcomputer, 
was started in fall 1961. He said his 
advanced math methods students also 
will be using the microcomputer be 
ginning in April. 
Senior elementary education major Lisa Lippit shows students Karen Wlndlsch, Anneliese Kruppia 
and Juliet Tonjes some computer basics. ;  
BG News Dhoto/TIm Tobln 
DR. HOLLIS A. MOORE OUTSTANDING UNIVERSITY 
SERVICE AWARD NOMINATION FORM 
Deadline Has Been Extended to Friday, March 18th 
Criteria for the Award: 
1 The nonwtea must (omtiy interact with students, faculty. and 
staff members m providing services that promote campus unrty 
and growth (This would mandate service on Unrversity groups, 
committees, boards, etc) 
2 The nominee mutt have given service to the University which 
would dearly be considered eirfraorrAnary m nature 
3. A student nominee must be ol senior status with a minimum grade 
poant average of 2 5, faculty and staff members must have been 
employed with the Unrversity tor a rmmmum of 3 years. 
NomtnH'l Nam*: . 
Local Address: 
Department/Major: 
Phona Number: 
Letter of Recommendation: 
Status ol Nominee: 
Member 
A signed letter ol recommendation explaining the 
nominee's qualifications lor the Award should be 
Included with this form. The criteria listed 
above should be a firm basis lor the nomination. 
 Student _ Faculty _ Stall 
Your Name: 
Phone: 
Anyone may nominate a student, faculty member, and/or 
administrative staff memeber by filling' in the above information 
I and sending it via campus mail to 405 Student Services. 
Spring 
FEVER 
SPEER SAID the microcomputer is just another tool of instruction for the 
educator, in a variety of areas. The 
computer class for educators would 
not be a computer science course, he 
added. 
"In the computer science depart- 
ment they are talking about the com- 
puter in and of itself," Speer said. 
'•Here we use it to help us teach." 
According to Speer, the computer 
usage committee, a group of instruc- 
tors in the different education fields, 
is deciding how computers should be 
used in the College of Education here. 
The need to prepare students for 
implementing computers into tneir 
tJBiil techniques is a view held by 
many students, principals and in- 
structors, Speer said. 
"Schools are clamoring for people 
who have some background in com- 
puters as they apply to teaching," 
Speer said. "In some cases they 
(schools) are demanding it. 
"If Bowling Green wants to keep 
the outstanding reputation that they 
have attained in teacher preparation, 
they must attend to this need." 
DAN JURDEN, senior math educa- 
tion major, said he participated in the 
Apple Orchard program as an inde- 
pendent study last year and is assist- 
ing in the program this year. 
The fact that computer use is wide- 
spread and computer knowledge is in 
demand can create problems for tea- 
chers without computer knowledge, 
according to Jurden. 
"So many schools are getting com- 
puters now, and a lot of teachers don't 
know how to use them," Jurden said. 
Sara OrawfJs, senior elementary 
education major, said, "Computers 
are being used in school systems 
more and more and I wanted to be 
able to use and understand them." 
Instruction dealing with teaching 
computers to children should at least 
be incorporated into the math meth- 
ods course if not a separate required 
course, according to Crawfis. 
SHE SAID that knowledge of com- 
puters will be helpful when looking for 
a job. 
"Ill be going back to my hometown 
(after graduation) and I've learned 
that our school system just got six 
new computers," Crawfis said. "I 
know 111 use it (the computer) in my 
teaching." 
Speer, Jurden, and Crawfis all say 
they see an importance in students 
learning to teach children computers. 
But what are parents and children's 
views about computers? 
Don Morrison, Bowling Green Ju- 
nior High principal and father of 
Mike, age 12, and Christy, age nine 
(both enrolled in the Apple Orchard 
Program), said that knowledge of 
computers is essential regardless of a 
person's chosen field of endeavor. 
"I see the value of computers from 
educational and practical stand- 
points," Morrison said. 
According to Morrison, Bowling 
Green Junior High is purchasing 15 
computers next year. Morrison added 
that he and his wife began contem- 
Silating the purchase of a computer 
or home use after so many children 
received them as Christmas presents. 
"I DONT want him (Mike) to fall 
behind in comparison to other stu- 
dents," Morrison said. 
On the practical side, Mike Morri- 
son, age 12, says be feels there are 
advantages to having computer expe- 
rience. 
"It will be easier to get a job when 
I'm older, with computer experi- 
ence," Morrison said. 
On the other hand, Kathy Feeman, 
age 12, says that computers are fun 
and she likes learning about them. 
'Dead' son not dead 
DANVILLE, Pa. (AP) - The grieving 
couple bad chosen the casket pro- 
vided information for an obituary 
notice and scheduled the funeral. 
Than, Joseph and Susan Milzman 
discovered the body in the Maryland 
funeral home was not their son. It was 
another youth who died in the week- 
end auto accident 
Yesterday, Milzman, a Rockville, 
Md., dentist and his wife were at their 
son's bedside at the Geisinger Medi- 
cal Center here. 
Bruce Milzman, 21, one of three 
Suaqisfhanna University students in- 
volved in the accident Saturday, was 
alive, but in critical condition. 
Another couple, thinking Bruce was 
their son, had spent hours at bis 
bedside befqre they were told their 
son actually had died in the accident. 
Bruce's face was heavily bandaged. 
MUxman and his wife made their 
discovery Sunday when they went to 
the Danzansky Goldberg Memorial 
Chapel in Rockville to choose a cas- 
ket The body arrived Sunday night, 
and Mrs. Milzman insisted upon see- 
ing her son "to bold his hand just one 
more time," according to an unidenti- 
fied family friend. 
ALTHOUGH identification was 
hampered by severe injuries, Mrs. 
Mflzman noticed the victim's hair 
was straight. Her son's was curly. 
Mihiinan. a dental surgeon, then 
checked the dead man's teeth and told 
funeral home officials that the victim 
was not his son. 
"It's the first time that's happened 
to us in 33 years," Herman Goldberg, 
president of the funeral home, said. 
''It's a tragic thing. I'm glad it 
worked out for one set of parents, 
although I'm sorry for the others." 
Joseph and Rosemary Sebia of 
Hazleton, Pa., had spent hours at 
Bruce Milzman's bedside before they 
learned their 21-year-old son, Gerald, 
had died in the accident. 
Kevin Mitchell, 21, of Tom's River, 
N.J., was killed in the crash, police 
said 
Law. 
.. .from page one 
with an educational pro- 
gram. 
"While jailing drunk 
drivers is good, this is not 
enough," fie said, "there 
should be some sort of al- 
cohol education program." 
BACHMAN explained 
there is currently an edu- 
cational alcohol program 
offered at Falcon Plaza 
Motel. 1450 E. Wooster. 
Under this program, the 
drunk driving offenders 
are confined to the motel 
where they must attend 
classes and watch films 
which discuss the hazards 
of alcohol abuse, be said. 
"This type of program 
didn't cost the taxpayers 
anything since the offender 
bad to pay for himself." 
University Courts 
Now Leasing OFFICE HOURS 
MONFRI9-5 
SAT 9-12 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water, and trash pick up paid for 
Tenant Pays Electric Only 
Summer Rates Available 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
Behind Wendy's 
[A Residence Life - Sail into Summer program 
Happy St. Patricia's 
Day 
March 16,1983 
* Celebrate by attending one of 
these programs on Women's Issues! 
-Female Sexuality w/ Dr. Tom 
Stubbs 
Rodgers Hall Main TV Lounge 7:30pm 
I -Women in Religion w/ Rev. Jan is 
Maatman 
Offenhauer Ground Floor Lounge 6:30pm 
-Women's Preventative Health w/ 
Joanne Navin R.N. 
Chapman Cafeteria Lounge 7:00pm 
-Sex Role Stereotyping w/ Sue 
West 
Darrow Hall Main Lounge 7:00pm 
-Balancing a Marriage and Career] 
w/ 
Dr. Martha Tack, Marti Smock andj 
families 
Prout Hall Main Lounge 8:30pm 
Myles Money 
516 E. Wooster 
352-1504 
Expires 3-18-83 
75 
75 
75e off any large sub. PicK-up, Dining Room only, 
this offer not good with any other coupon or 
on any specials. 75 
«ss 
SHOE STORE 
Reg. $42.95 
Cindy 
NOW  $29.90   till Sat. March 19 
FEEL THE FEELING! 
145 N. Main St. Downtown, BG 
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN 
Graduate) 8tudanta and Faculty 
825 Third Street: Nicely arranged one bedroom 
apartments for fall. Rents start at $260 per month 
including heat and hot water. A quiet place main- 
tained exclusively for graduate students, faculty, 
and very mature undergraduates. 
Undergraduates 
841 Eighth Street: Only one apartment left for 
fall.   Two   bedrooms   from   $230   per   month. 
Unequivocally, the best deal in town for students. 
Faculty and Staff 
Manville Manor: 755 Manville. $290 per month. 
Four months free rent. 12 month lease only. 
Unquestionably the best apartment value in B.G. 
Two bedrooms; bath and one-half. The new 
Manville Manor is worth looking at. 
Maka ua an offar for your 
aummar apartmant. 
We're open from 11:00 to 7:00 Weekdays and from 
10:00 to 5:00 Saturdays. Sunday by appointment. 
Call Jon MoMey at 354-3951 or 352-2791. 
Stop by our model at 755 Manville! 
'Isiatc I'ompam 
IIKHhl  l( M.I 
354-3951 
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Columbus representative doubts 
courtroom jury duty procedures 
COLUMBUS (AP) - Let's say 
you've been called to Jury duty and 
are about to bear evidence in what 
to be a long and complex 
The Judge delivers the standard 
admonition to avoid reading about the 
case in newspapers and to walk away 
from conversations in which it is 
being discussed. 
Then one more bit of advice is 
given: Don't take notes about what 
you see or hear because, even if you 
can't resist, you won't be allowed to 
take the notes back to the Jury room 
with you. 
Rep. Joseph Vukovich, D-Poland, 
says it may be time to take another 
look at whether that particular court- 
room rule is needed. 
Vukovich, a lawyer, has introduced 
a bill that would authorize a trial 
Judge to permit Jurors to take notes on 
testimony and other evidence pre- 
sented. 
It also would permit Jurors, at the 
discretion of the court, to take such 
notes with them when they begin their 
deliberations. 
"In Mahoning County the Judges 
frown on that. They won't let you do 
it" Vukovich said. "I'm trying to 
check into the history of why we have 
such rules to begin with." 
HE SAID it may stem from con- 
cerns that a note-taking Juror would 
give top much weight to some evi- 
dence at the expense of other facts. Or 
that those jurors who took notes might 
have an advantage over others who 
didn't when deliberations begin. 
"They may take something out of 
context or give undue importance to 
one particular thing. But in trying to 
recall with Just memory they may 
(also) give undue importance to some 
things,7, Vukovich said. 
He is asking associations which 
represent Judges, trial lawyers and 
others in the legal community for 
their opinions. 
The Legislative Service Commis- 
sion said Ohio statutory law and the 
Civil and Criminal Rules of Proce- 
dure do not address note taking by 
Jurors. 
"However, Ohio courts have gener- 
ally permitted Jurors, in the trial 
court's discretion, to take notes, but 
have not permitted trial Judges to 
suggest or encourage note taking by 
Jurors," the LSC said. 
Buzzards return to Hinckley 
HINCKLEY, Ohio (AP) - When the 
buzzards returned to their roost yes- 
terday at the Hinckley Metropark 
Reservation, nobody was surprised. 
Almost every March IS for as long 
as local residents can remember, the 
large, black turkey vultures have 
been spotted coasting high above tree- 
tops in the park. 
According to legend in the rural 
northeastern Ohio town, the first buz- 
zards were attracted to Hinckley Dec. 
24, 1818, by tons of decaying game 
killed in the Great Hinckley Varmint 
Hunt 
On that Christmas Eve, 475 men 
and boys lined up along Hinckley's 
borders and moved inward, ridding 
the town of predatory animals that 
bad attacked farm stock. 
The story goes that the unwanted 
game froze during the winter but that 
the aroma in the spring thaw at- 
tracted the buzzards. 
Some say the birds are there much 
before March 15 of every year, but the 
park system's designated spotter al- 
ways makes the word official on 
March 15. 
"I SPOTTED two buzzards at 8:21 (a.m.) at the buzzard's roost," Lt. 
Roger Lutz of the Cleveland Met- 
roparks, said. "I would estimate 
there was 15 to 20 people out looking 
for the buzzards at 6:30, and when we 
spotted the birds it was maybe 25 
people there. 
"What you watch for is a large bird 
with a wing span of maybe six feet. 
They are slow and graceful. They 
seldom flap their wings, but they ride 
on air currents all the time." 
Lutz said some varieties of hawks 
fool some buzzard-watchers by re- 
sembling a buzzard in flight. 
"But a hawk will move Ms wings too 
fast," he said 
After spotting his bird, Lutz main- 
tained that the March 15 homecoming 
is a legitimate quirk of nature. 
"I have had people tell me they 
have spotted buzzards before the 
15th," he said. "There are always 
pilot birds that come in before the 
main flock." 
Lutz said the park rangers expect a 
crowd of about 40,000 people Sunday 
for Hinckley's traditional buzzard cel- 
ebration, which includes a pancake 
brunch at an elementary school. 
"Well have a live buzzard in a cage 
up at the roost, so everyone can see 
one," he said. 
Beta 500 to revive annual rivalry, help resource center 
by Fred Rudln 
reporter 
Every greek is there that day. 
This year the day is April 9th. The 
event is the biggest greek event on 
campus and it always occurs during 
the weekend one month prior to finals. 
It's the Beta 500. 
The race is an all-day event starting 
in the morning and continuing until 
Sound* Vaton 
late afternoon. The Beta 500 is part of 
Beta Theta Pi's primary philan- 
thropy, the Children s Resource Cen- 
ter. This year they hope to raise 
82,000. The fraternity intends to raise 
the money through entry fees, selling 
advertising in programs and dona- 
tions. 
The race is actually only a small 
part of Beta weekend, but is no doubt 
the main event. A tradition at the 
University for 20 years, the race an- 
nually draws between 3,500 and 4,000 
spectators with about 20 fraternities 
and 12 sororities competing. 
The Beta's transform the Union 
oval into a mini-racetrack for the 
race. There are preliminary heats in 
the morning and finals In both frater- 
nity and sorority divisions in the af- 
ternoon. 
In a typical race two teams run 
against each other, but more impor- 
tantly, against the clock. Technically, 
a team needs to race only twice before 
getting into the finals. The fastest four 
times are recorded and the teams 
possessing them meet in the semi- 
finals. A team winning in the prelimi- 
nary heat will not necessarily ad- 
vance to the semi-finals if its winning 
time is not one of the fastest 
Winners in the two semi-final heats 
advance to the final race regardless 
of their semi-final race time. 
Fraternities must run two laps 
around the track, while the sororities 
must complete one. The sororities 
have four members to a team, one 
driver and three runners who each 
push the cart one third of a lap. 
Fraternities have five members on 
the squad, one driver and four run- 
ners who push the cart one half of a 
lap. Teams may also have two alter- 
nate runners in case of injury. 
Members of the hosting Beta Theta 
Pi fraternity officiate the event and 
do not compete in the race itself. 
"The preparation for the race alone 
is more than enough work to keep our 
house busy," Beta 500 chairman Joe 
Penna said. "We'd simply have no 
time to practice for the race." 
Stray Cats to pounce Anderson with feline frenzy 
by Fat* Miller 
This Sunday the Univer- 
sity's Anderson Arena will 
host what promises to be 
one of Bowling Green's 
most exciting concerts in 
recent years. Headlining 
the UAO event will be the 
Stray Cats, the rockabilly 
trio whose 1950s sounds 
and style scripted one of 
the pop success stories of 
1982, and whose stock con- 
tinues to rise. Opening the 
snow will be the Bus Boys, 
a unique black rock band 
from Los Angeles. 
The Stray Cats story be- 
gins with singer/songwri- 
ter/guitarist Brian Setzer, 
on the south shore of Long 
Island, less than an hour's 
ride from New York City. 
Like so many second and 
third generation rockers, 
Setzer was inspired to pick 
up the guitar after hearing 
the Beatles. Beginning at 
age eight, he began learn- 
ing not only to play but also 
to read and write music. 
Through the Beatles' 
cover versions of songs 
like "Blue Suede Shoes," 
Setzer soon became enam- 
oured with the rockabilly 
music which had beenpop- 
ularized in the 50s by Elvis 
Presley,   Carl   Perkins, 
Gene Vincent, Eddie Coch- 
ran, Jerry Lee Lewis and 
Buddy Holly. In his early 
teens he started dressing 
up like his idols, sporting 
black leather pants and 
greasing his hair up into a 
pompadour. 
HE SOON set his sights 
on becoming a professional 
musician and began play- 
ing in local bars, billed as 
"Brian Setzer, Rockabilly 
Rebel." As the act grew 
more popular, Setzer en- 
listed sidemen to help beef 
Si the sound and dubbed 
e group the "Tomcats." 
While initially admiring, 
them from the audieace, 
bassist Lee Rocker and 
drummer Slim Jim Phan- 
tom replaced two depart- 
ing Tomcats and in 1979 the 
trio renamed itself the 
Stray Cats. Setzer's grow- 
ing confidence as a singer 
and guitarist, combined 
with Rocker's upright bass 
playing and Phantom's ba- 
sic stand-up drumming 
gave tribute to a style of 
music very different than 
the heavy metal, country 
rock and disco which domi- 
nated the Long Island club 
scene. Add to this their 
preference for authentic 
clothes  and  hair  styles 
from the 50s, and the Stray 
Cats began to play in more 
prestigious clubs in the 
New York metro area, gen- 
erating an audience for 
their music. But it 
wouldn't be for three years 
that the Stray Cats would 
really make their mark on 
this country. 
FRUSTRATED by indif- 
ference on the part of 
American record labels, 
and encouraged by their 
manager, a British expa- 
triate they met as a bar- 
tender in Philadelphia, the 
boys sold all they could to 
buy one-way airplane tick- 
ets to England. After some 
hard times initially, the 
trio found that rockabilly 
was still quite popular in 
the U.K. and they soon 
commanded the ever-tran- 
sient British pop limelight. 
Unlike the situation in 
their homeland, record 
company response was al- 
most immediate and the 
Stray Cats were signed to a 
worldwide contract (ex- 
cluding the United States, 
"for various reasons," 
according to Setzer). All 
the while, Setzer had been 
developing his skills as a 
songwriter and three origi- 
nal songs, "Runaway 
Boys," "Rock This Town'' 
and "Stray Cat Strut" 
hurled their debut album 
up the charts to number 
one in England, Europe 
and Japan. Dave Ed- 
munds, also a rockabilly 
enthusiast, gave the LP the 
needed no frills production 
that was consistent with 
their sound. A second al- 
bum. Gonna Ball, and 
worldwide tour followed, 
which included the Stray 
Cats opening several dates 
on the Rolling Stones' 1981 
American tour. 
THIS TAKES us through 
the end of 1981 and the UJS. 
has yet to see a domesti- 
cally released Stray Cats 
LP. Neveriess, the Stones' 
dates, exposure through 
college   radio   and   rock 
clubs, and an appearance 
on network television 
("Fridays") helped the 
band build a sizable cult 
following here as wit- 
nessed by sales in excess of 
150,000 Stray Cats records 
as imports. 
The stage was then set 
for their signing to EMI 
Records in the United 
States and the release of 
Built For Speed last Sep- 
tember. The LP is culled 
from the best of their two 
imports plus the addition 
of the newly recorded title 
track. Radio and MTV air- 
play spread the sound and 
look of the band and record 
buyers responded faster 
than Fonzie can snap his 
fingers. 
To date Built For Speed 
has sold more than 2 mil- 
lion units in this country, 
again propelled by the pop- 
ularity of the singles 
"Rock This Town" and 
"Stray Cat Strut." In fact 
the success of the LP has 
delayed the release of their 
new album and continues 
to increase the demand for 
the band to play live shows 
across the country, includ- 
ing Sunday's stop in Bowl- 
ing Green. 
Mousse Cheesecake Bagels 
o 
THE BUS BOYS began 
its debut album, Minimum 
Wage Rock'n'Roll, by 
shouting "I bet you never 
heard music like this by 
spades," and proceeded to 
sing songs about the KKK, 
and whites moving into the 
neighborhood. It's not ev- 
ery day that one finds an 
American band comprised 
of five black and one Chi- 
cano member who prefer 
playing rock 'n'roll to 
rhythm and blues or soul 
music. Yet their first al- 
bum racked up impressive 
critical kudos and respect- 
able sales figures from a 
multi-cultural audience. 
Their second LP, Ameri 
can Worker, was released 
in the summer of 1982 and 
settled into a more light- 
hearted vein than its pre- 
decessor. 
At the heart of the Bus 
Boys following is their rep- 
utation for being an out- 
standing live band. In fact 
they were recently com- 
mitted to celluloid for a 
scene   in   the   film   "48 
Hours." They're bound to 
be a surprise bit among 
many this Sunday in An- 
derson Arena. 
It's totally awesome fer-surr! 
Mid Am Manor Third and Fourth Sis., 
are gas apartments with gaa heat, 
water and cooking tor FREE! 
Each equipped with garbage disposal, 
ak conditioning, cable hook-up and 
lotsof storage! 
Two bedroom, unfurnished-$300/mo. 1 year 
laasa 
S-355/mo. 9 mo. loan* 
(Divided between All of You!) 
Summer Rate: $300 entire summer! 
Like, go-fer it!!! 
Can 352-4380 alter 10 a.m.   352-7381 altar 3 p m 
Sunday through Friday 
L 
Haircuts 
With Mindy and Dianna 
Perms With 
Ron, Mindy and Dianna 
ROMAN'S HAIR DESIGNERS 
STADIUM PLAZA 3522107 
PLEASE PRESENT THJSAD 
special offer 
Carousel 
Beauty Shop 
$5 
HAIRCUTS 
30% off PERMS 
with coupon 
Expires 3/23/83 
Various Braiding Styles Available 
NEXUS       SftEDKEN 
140 EAST WOOSTER 
3520800 
Bagels Cakes Fudge Choc 
JACK'S 
BAKERY 
1 Buy TWO Brownies 
Get ONE FREE 
one coupon per purchase 
I 
o 
f 
o 
1441 E. Wooutr Si. 
Behind Finder'! Eau 
Hours M-F 8-9 Sat 4 Sun. 9-9 
iltMs coupon 354-1001 
3/19/83 
i 
* 
American 
Heart 
Association 
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
Expires 
Cskes Fudge Choc. Mousse Cheesecake Bagels • 
WIN FREE TUITION! 
The Honors Student Association 
presents the 1st annual raffle 
for the cash equivalent of one 
semester's, in state, undergraduate 
tuition, plus three ($50) book scholarships. 
•ILL CURRENTLY RE8ISTERED B8SU 
STUDENTS ELIBIBLE- 
Tickets available March 10-24 
from any HSA member, the Honors 
Program Office (231 Administration 
Bid*.  3724)202), tables al 
the Union. Mostly Hall, Universetv 
Hall aad other canapes locations. 
$1 per ticket or su 
tickets for $5. 
Drawing by: Paul J. Obeamp, 
April 7 at 3:30 in the Falcon's 
Nest (University Union). Broadcast 
on WFAL (680 AMI. 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1983 
Preferred Properties Go. 
B35 High St. - Rental Office  Phone 352-9378 
Toca/ed S New Chtrrywood H—lth Sp» _   .» 
Apartment Complexes      S:00 - 4:30 Monday - Friday 
Hoven House- '535/mo. 
Piedmont-8th & High St - '375/mo. 
Birchwood Ploce-650 Sixth St.- '400/mo 
Meodowkirk-818 Seventh St.- '400/mo. 
707 Sixth St.- '400/mo. 
Smoll Bldgs.-Monville between 6th & 7th St.- '350/mo 
1 
^ 
HOUSES Features: 
2 bedroom - carpeted & furnished 
Oas host - oas cooking 
(Landlord pays gas) 
Laundry areas In each building 
Residents pay only lights 
Lots of closet space 
lubath 
1 bedroom • carpeted and furnished 
Cabtevision available 
Gas Hot Water ■ Landlord Pays 
Trash Removal - Landlord Pays 
MEADOWVIEW: 214 Napoleon R. 352-1195 
1 Bedroom Furnished S270/mo  Al untiles paid 
1 Bedroom Unfurnished       $2 50'mo 
2 Bedroom Furnished $285/mo    tenant pays electric 
2 Bedroom Unfurnished      $285/mo * *<*** 
Efficiency-Furnished 
Unfurnished 
$225/mo    AH utilities paid 
$200/mo separate bedroom 
MUIM 
ALL PREFERRED PROPERTIES RENTALS INCLUDE 
MEMBERSHIP TO CHERRYWOOO HEALTH SPA. 
Comptota foclllnat lor man and woman 
•Hydra-Spa Whirlpool Inmoat Haawd fool 
•Mate* Sauna •Sun lamp* 
♦Sho—» MOMOO» «*■«*» Sultt 
<ompUl« ExarciM Equipment 
SPECIAL EXTRAS AT CHERRYWOOO SPA 
i«y quaMMd mMrucMn and MaH 
•Outtidu raaruofion 
Hourni/inooV bor Other Rentals 
Houeee, efficiencies; 1 bdrtn. 
Furnished A Unfurnished 
The L-K All-You-caie-to-eat 
Perch & 
(WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY) 
Chicken 
(THURSDAY & SATURDAY) 
Feasts 
L K's famcjis. lightly breaded Perch Filets. 
French Fries. Creamy Cole Slaw. Warm Dinner Roll 
Every Wed and Frl 
2.99 
L • K's tender, tasty Chicken. French Fries. 
Creamy Cole Slaw. Warm Dinner Roll 
Every Thura and Sal 
3.99 
20ft OFF 
YOUR TOTAL PURCHASE* 
EVERY MONDAY 
MPN 
*$3.00 MIN. 
13 Family Restaurants and Inn* 
Tfour moneys worth and more. 
Every tima. 
1450 East Wooster   Bowling GrtMn 
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■•■■■■nonnunnuMnnj^^ ELSEWHERE 
Ex-chief of EPA won't be prosecuted for contempt 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Attorney 
General William French Smith yes- 
terday virtually ruled out criminal 
prosecution of Anne McGill Burford, 
saying "Congress has done very well" 
in getting documents she withheld 
from House investigators. 
But Smith's insistence on not pros- 
ecuting contempt of Congress charges 
against the former Environmental 
Protection Agency chief produced 
several angry exchanges and a warn- 
ing that the next executive branch 
official who won't cooperate with Con- 
gress may not be so lucky. 
"This matter is a matter that isn't 
goingto go away." Rep. Peter Rodino 
Jr.. D-N.J., chairman of the House 
Judiciary Committee, said. "We 
really are searching for an answer 
because it is going to occur again." 
As he left a committee hearing on 
the Justice Department's $3.4 billion 
budget request, the attorney general 
was askedby a reporter if the Reagan 
administration's agreement to give 
Congress the EPA documents it 
sought ruled out prosecution of Bur- 
"The case has been settled," he 
said. "You'll have to come to your 
own conclusion." 
BUT DEPARTMENT spokesman 
Thomas DeCair was asked if the 
effect of the agreement was to end 
that possibility of criminal charges 
and replied, "Sure." 
At the hearing, congressmen ques- 
tioned Smith repeatedly about the 
constitutional battle between Con- 
gress and the Reagan administration 
over the failure of the executive 
branch to prosecute Burford for con- 
tempt. 
Burford had refused to give Con- 
gress sensitive law enforcement docu- 
ments about toxic waste dumps. 
Even though she was following the 
president's orders, the House voted 
259-105 on Dec. 16 to make her the 
highest executive branch official ever 
cited for contempt of Congress. 
Last Wednesday, as she was telling 
the White House of her decision to 
resign under a hail of congressional 
criticism, the White House agreed to 
turn over the documents. 
But that didn't mollify several com- 
mittee members, who said the law 
required the U.S. attorney in Wash- 
ington, Stanley Harris, to take the 
case to a federal grand jury. Smith 
disagreed, arguing that Harris made 
the right decision because "prosecu- 
torial discretion is lodged in the exec- 
utive branch." 
SEVERAL committee members 
pressed Smith to tell them how dis- 
putes on executive privilege should be 
solved. He said it would depend on 
individual circumstances. 
"How do we resolve it?" Rep. Bar- 
ney Frank, D-Mass., asked. 
Smith responded, "Who knows," 
touching off an angry exchange. 
Frank: "That is not an honest an- 
swer. That is totally evasive." 
Smith: "It was resolved. What do 
you want to fight about it for? I gather 
you didn't like the way we did this." 
Frank: "If you find anyone who 
likes the way we did this, bring them 
up here." 
Psychologist says recession may scar children 
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP) 
- The recession and ac- 
companying unemploy- 
ment may leave 
psychological scars on to- 
day's children that will re- 
main with them for the rest 
of their lives, says a Wil- 
mington College psycholo- 
gist. 
"They may develop con- 
serving or ho 
dencies, even after things 
may never be 
layed," Robert 
said. 
fully  al- 
Halliday 
get better, that may 
sist into late life and 
g tei 
 
y per- 
which 
"They may overcompen- 
sate, vowing that they will 
never be poor when they 
grow up, and this could 
result in their becoming 
workaholics or money- 
oriented people," he said. 
Halliday, who grew up 
during the Depression, 
said that era produced 
many   workaholics   who 
wanted to give their chil- 
dren all the things they 
didn't get when they were 
young. 
That, he said, helped 
produce "the narcissistic 
generation of the late 1950s 
and 1980s." 
Others who grew up dur 
ing the Depression still 
save pennies today, keep 
old clothes and devise 
ways to stretch their food, 
even when there is no eco- 
nomic reason for doing so, 
he said. 
HALLIDAY SAID the re- 
cession also may leave 
some youths of today with 
an attitude of resignation. 
"If young people, after 
they enter the labor mar- 
ket, are unable to stay em- 
ployed or make as much 
money as they need, they 
may simply give up, resign 
themselves to being on 
welfare indefinitely and 
try to regain their self-re- 
spect by derogating the 
system or unconsciously 
developing neurotic pat- 
terns which justify or 
make necessary their de- 
pendence on various kinds 
of aid," he said. 
As a solution to the prob- 
lems, Halliday recom- 
mends a modern 
equivalent to the village 
woodpile, "a place where 
the hungry can go to cut 
wood in exchange for food 
for their families." 
Stolen milk crates cause big 
losses for dairy companies 
"ELECTIONS" ARE 
COMING SOON... 
Petitions are now available 
for President, Vice President and 
At-Large Seats. 
Pick up your petition at 405 Student Services 
Petitions will be due April 5th 
SUPPORT OUR 
ADVERTISERS 
CINCINNATI (AP) - 
What's the biggest prob- 
lem facing the dairy indus- 
try? Federal regulation? 
Milk price supports? High 
costs and low profits? 
One weighty problem is 
that people are stealing 
milk cases. 
"Consumers have found 
dozens of uses for them." 
Don Buckley, executive di- 
rector of the Ohio Dairy 
Products Association in 
Columbus, said. 
"They use them for al- 
bum racks, end tables, tool 
boxes or trunks for bicy- 
cles. The same general 
type of crate is sold in 
stores for $5 to $10. 
[   University Village 
»♦♦»♦♦« ►♦♦■. 
"REASONABLERA TES... *? 
THE SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL JOURNALISTS 
in conjunction with 
UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 
Offers to the Students of 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUME 
. Reasonable Rtts     SERVICES 
• Professional Quality on the Most  Sophisticated Typesetting 
Equipment in Bowling Green. 
Call 372-2601 or stop by 106 University Hall 
I ♦ 
I 
I 
NOW LEASING 
•Close to campus, banks and fast food 
•Dependable maintenance 
•ALL heat, water and trash pick-up paid 
Tenant pays electric only 
'.; ^Symfhaf rates ovoTTaEle 
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED IN AMHERST VILLAGE 
BEHIND WENDY'S. 
OFFICE HOURS 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
Sat 9-12 
PHONE 
352-0164 
"It sounds like a minor 
problem. After all, they 
are just plastic or wire. A 
lot of folks think, 'I'll Just 
take one. That can't hurt.' 
But when thousands of peo- 
ple take just one case, it 
adds up to a tremendous 
problem." 
Buckley said people 
steal about $2 million 
worth of the cases each 
in Ohio, and possibly 
million worth nation- 
wide. 
The problem is so bad 
that some dairies have 
been forced to shut down 
temporarily because they 
lacked cases to haul their 
products to supermarkets, 
schools, restaurants or 
their other customers, 
Buckley said. 
"THOSE CASES are in- 
tended to be reused by the 
dairy whose name is 
stamped  on  each   one." 
Buckley said. "They are 
private property. But last 
year, over §00,000 of them 
were stolen in Ohio." 
Ernie Zimmer, plant 
manager for United Dairy 
Farmers which has more 
than 70 company stores in 
the Cincinnati area, said 
his company has found one 
way to keep its milk cases 
in tow. 
"We solved the problem 
by charging a deposit on 
each case. It's a simple 
matter of a deposit going in 
and a credit going out. 
Now, we get all the cases 
back." 
"Sometimes, people hon- 
estly don't know that what 
they are doing is wrong," 
Zimmer said. "They see 
the cases stacked behind 
supermarkets and they 
think they are throw- 
aways. A few even think 
thev are doing the grocer a 
favor by taking them." 
THANKS FOR THE 
FANTASTIC SEASON 
Julie, Becky, Pam, Diane, Donna, Chris, 
Julie,  Sandy, Tammie, M.J. Mary Cairn 
Bowling Green Stale university 
Student Publications 
is now accepting applications for 
•KEY EDITOR 
•OBSIDIAN EDITOR 
Applications available: 106 University Hall 
Deadline: Wednesday, March 16, 5p.m. 
'HEAD SOUTH on Main Street for |   THE GET A WA Y DIFFERENCE! 
Quality Hand-Dipped Ice Cream 
INTRODUCING: 
•   Tasty SLUSH:' cherry, orange, lime, strawberry, 
raspberry 
I rBWoNi^luSH^CT_NExf] jj SMALLER  SIZE FREE! 
:|   PICK UP/EAT-1N ONLY__ EXPIRES 4/1MSJ -4"*^ 
WWTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS 
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND 
FALL-ONE AND TWO BEDROOM 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, AS LOW AS $478*. 
PER SEMESTER-4 MAN OCCUPANCY 
FURNISHED. UNFURNISHED $450 each. 
2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH-FURNISHED $365 
2 OR 3 MAN OCCUPANCY-$548 per 
SEMESTER PER PERSON/3 MAN OCCUPANCY 
REMEMBER WHEN IT COMES TO 
SERVICE. COME TO WINTHROP TERRACE ■E ITU IftWE MTS MAJLULE M 
PftUKI 111.. SMMT IT. m UrtLEN 
VOTED ONE OF THE BEST PLACES TO 
UVE BY BG STUDENTS 
MIKi IT 4M UrMLcMI am 
MM ttt II Itt HMhr. 
The Michael R. Ferrari Award 
NOMINATIONS 
ARE NOW OPEN 
for the inaugural presentation of 
The Michael R. Ferrari Award 
Faculty, students and staff may 
submit a nomination. 
Nomination forms and explanation of criteria 
are available at the 
following locations: 
Registrar's Office 405 Student Services 
University Bookstore University Union 
Faculty Senate Office Graduate 
Student Senate Office 
All nominations are due by April 1,1983. 
An 
Invitation... 
The ML Sinai Medical Center of Cleveland, a major uni- 
versity affiliated medical center, invitss Barjstarid and 
Graduate Nurses to join a progrsasin healthcare team in 
whkhjoa nay continue to learn, grow and advance a* a 
Our department of nursing in patient-centered and dedi- 
cated to the advancement of nursing care. We eee the role 
of the RN aa one of planning, co-ordiaahni, evaulsting 
and directly giving pa Uen t care. 
We conduct innovative courses to help the recently gradu- 
ated mine bridge the tranaition from nursing school to 
the hospital environment We provide comprehensive 
orienutjon far the einwienwd RN, as well as continual 
inssniceeducatJootaifcredtoeschindividml'iMsds. 
We offer aa excellent starting salary plw a comprehen- 
sive paid benefit program- Ton may chow Monday thru 
Friday srhednling on a variety of patient ears areas, leav- 
ing most weekends f me to pursue other interests. 
for more information please call: 
Dorothy Of 
Profeesta 
ii,HH 
I WMTSS WssnsH 
21«-421-4M7 
TrMMT. MNAI 
MKHCAL CINTIR 
Th« BG Newa/March IS, IMS 7 
SPORTS 
BG's Koester goes to NCAA finals in two events 
by Steve Oulnn 
aportt reporter  
Phil Koester has established him- 
self as one of the nation's elite divers. 
Koester is the only swimmer or 
diver from the MAC to qualify for the 
national finals, in two weeks, at India- 
napolis, Ind. Having qualified for the 
NCAA zone competition for the past 
three years, Koester turned in his best 
performance last weekend at Bloo- 
mington, Ind. 
His score of 445 in the one-meter 
competition was good enough for 
fourth place and a trip to the national 
finals. The top six qualify for the 
finals. Qualifying in the one-meter 
competition came as somewhat of a 
shock to him and coach Ron Zwier- 
lein. 
"I surprised myself a little," Koes- 
ter said. "Every dive Just fell into 
place. I put most of my emphasis on 
the three-meter. The first two days up 
there (zones) I worked out mostly on 
the three-meter." 
Koester got off to a great start in 
the one-meter competition. He was in 
second place - and only five points 
behind first place - going into the final 
three dives. But then he fell into 
fourth place. Big Ten divers took over 
and captured the top three places. 
"THE BIG Ten is the dominant 
power in our zone," Zwierlein said. 
''He (Phil) is the only MAC diver to 
Jualify and the rest are Big Ten 
Ivers. Our zone is considered the 
toughest In the country. 
*Thil Just made himself known," 
Zwierlein continued, "He started out 
on fire. I went up to him and said 
'Hey, lets go in tough and go for it'." 
Koester also had to fight off the Big 
Ten politics as the majority of judges 
Phil Koester 
were Big Ten coaches. 
"They (Big Ten judges) are pretty 
ruthless, and cut and dry some- 
times." Zwierlein said. "It really 
helps mem if they can qualify as 
many divers as they can." 
Despite all these odds, Koester 
managed to go on to earn a score of 
468 In the three-meter competition 
and place nintb-also good enough for 
the national finals. He needed at least 
a ninth place finish to qualify. 
He was holding a strong seventh 
place going into the final three dives 
but, again, lost a little ground and 
finished ninth. His chances to make it 
came down to the final dive. 
"I BLEW two dives in the three- 
meter which Is something I haven't 
done in a long time," Koester said. 
"Ron was a little worried going into 
the last dive. I did not want to lose this 
one since it (the three-meter) is what 
I was working on the hardest." 
Koester is the only diver in MAC 
history to earn a trip to the national 
finals in both three-meter and one- 
meter. All other divers qualifying 
were from the Big Ten. Koester beat 
out all non-Big Ten schools such as 
Notre Dame, Cincinnati, and a tough 
field from a variety of Illinois schools. 
Zwierlein continued to praise Koester 
for bis weekend performance, but he 
was not the only coach to congratulate 
him on his diving. 
"John Narcy from Michigan State 
personally came up to me and Phil 
and said 'You really deserve to go'," 
Zwierlein said. "Many other coaches 
including John Kimball, the Olympic 
diving coach, told him to keep up the 
good work." 
BG WAS also represented in the 
women's diving competition by junior 
Marcia Scodova. Scodova is soil re- 
covering form a knee Injury acquired 
in September and only began compet- 
ing In January. She placed 24th In 
entire field, but Zwierlein said the got 
a great deal of experience from foe 
zone competition. 
"She really dove pretty well," 
Zwierlein Mid. "She beat divers that 
beat her in the MAC championship 
competition. She only had two bad 
dives the whole weekend." 
"I though this was a good learning 
experience for me," agreed Scodova. 
"It takes time to get used to big 
meets. I had never been exposed to 
these." 
It has been an up hill battle for 
Scodova and it Is not over yet. She will 
be going through rehabilitation dar- 
ing the off-season. 
Zwierlein expressed great pleasure 
in Scodova's season and her future. 
Falcon gymnasts drop CMU 
by Randy Davidson 
sports reporter  
Although the Bowling Green 
women gymnasts simply domi- 
nated the scoring in all four events 
to rack up 167 points to Central 
Michigan's 150.25, last Saturday in 
Eppler North Gym, the judges 
seem to have scored the events 
stingily. 
In fact, the scores ranged from a 
low of 5.7 to a high of 9.0. and there 
were many scores in the seven's 
and low eight's. BG's Julie Bender 
scored the 9.0 and took first all- 
around with 34 points total. 
Following Bender with all- 
around high scores were BG's Jill 
Slomsky, with a 33.6 for second; 
Dawn Boyle was third, scoring 
33.15; and Shelley Staley grabbed 
fourth with 32.95 points. 
It was senior appreciation day 
for the Falcons, so it was only 
fitting that seniors Dawn Boyle and 
team captain Katie Greaser per- 
formed well in the meet's opening 
event. Boyle, Greaser, and 
Slomsky tied for second in the vault 
with 8.5's, and BG's Mary Anne 
Kruppa was fifth with an 8.45 
score. CMU did mostly basic 
vaults, which may account for 
their low scores. But BG earned 
somewhat better scores than they 
were given. 
IN THE UNEVEN bars, BG 
placed first, second and third. 
Slomsky led all scorers here with 
an 8.8, followed by Bender's 8.4 and 
Boyle's 8.1. Three gymnasts tied 
for fourth with 7.95's: BG's Staley 
and the Chippewas' Margi Vargo 
and Kim Bates. The Falcons led 
after two events by a score of 83.9 
to 77.3, and CMU failed to threaten 
from here on. 
ALTHOUGH THE Falcons 
needed the win to keep their mo- 
mentum going into the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference Championships, 
the 167 score may be a setback for 
them. Two weekends ago, the gym- 
nasts scored a school record 172.15 
points to considerably raise their 
season average, in hopes of qual- 
ifying for the NCAA Regional 
Championships on March 25-26. 
The top seven teams (going by 
season average) qualify for the 
regionals. And BG has been fluc- 
tuating between the seventh and 
eighth positions for the past four 
weeks or so. 
And with last weekends drought 
of low scores from the judges, BG 
will take their worries into the 
MAC meet this Friday, at Ball 
State In Muncie, Ind., at 4 p.m. BG 
coach Charles Simpson forsees the judges scoring the events tightly at 
the meet, and lower scores than 
would be given during a season 
meet may be present once again. 
But if the Falcons can put those 
worries out of their minds, they 
have a good chance of defending 
their MAC title. The Falcons fin- 
ished the season with a 7-1 MAC 
record, losing only to Kent State, 
and were 12-6 overall. 
Sampson tops AP all-America teat^ 
NEW YORK (AP) - Ralph Sampson, 
Virginia's all-time rebounding leader 
and third-highest scorer, was named 
to The Associated Press' 198243 col- 
lege All-American basketball team 
for the third straight year yesterday, 
along with Oklahoma's Wayman Tis- 
dale, the first freshman ever to make 
the first team. 
Also chosen to the first team were 
senior Dale Ellis of Tennessee and 
sophomores Patrick Ewing of 
Georgetown and Michael Jordan of 
North Carolina. 
The 7-foot-4 Sampson, who turned 
down chances to turn professional 
after each of his first three under- 
graduate seasons, averaged 19.1 
points, 11.7 rebounds and blocked 91 
shots in leading the Cavaliers to a 27-4 
record this season. He made 59.3 
percent of his field goal attempts. 
In his career, he has scored 2,171 
points, grabbed 1,477 rebounds and 
blocked 249 shots while leading Vir- 
ginia to a 110-22 record. 
Sampson, the AP Player of the Year 
the past two seasons and the Atlantic 
Coast Conference Player of the Year 
this season, is the only repeater from 
last year's first team. 
HIS GOAL IS to bring Virginia a 
national championship, something he 
yet to do. 
Tisdale, a 64 forward, led the Big 
Eight Conference in scoring, rebound- 
ing and blocked shots, and was named 
the league's Player of the Year. With 
779 points this season, he is Oklaho- 
ma's single-season record-holder. 
Tisdale averaged 25.1 points and 
10.6 rebounds and blocked 76 shots. 
His field goal percentage was 58.2. 
Ellis, 6-7, and the Southeastern Con- 
ference Player of the Year, is the 10th 
highest scorer to SEC history and the 
third highest in Tennesee history with 
2,032 points and a 59.1 shooting per- 
centage. 
Ewing, an intimidating 7-footer, 
was the leader of the young George- 
town team, averaging 17.4 points with 
a 56.8 field goal percentage and 10.2 
rebounds. He also finished the season 
with 104 blocked shots. 
Jordan, a 6-5 guard-forward who 
averaged 20.1 points with a 54.1 field 
goal percentage and 77 steals, is 
known for his clutch performances. 
His last-second field goal gave the Tar 
Heels last year's NCAA title-game 
victory over Georgetown, and he 
came through heroically in the second 
game against Virginia this season, 
tipping in a rebound, making a steal 
and a stuff shot, then grabbing the 
final rebound to preserve the victory. 
Underclassmen also dominated the 
second and third teams. 
The second team included sopho- 
more Keith Lee of Memphis State, a 
second-team choice last season, and 
eaters Derek Harper of Illinois and 
yde Drexler of Houston. Seniors 
Steve Stipanovich of Missouri and 
Darrell Walker of Arkansas com- 
pleted the second team. 
The All-American team was chosen 
by a panel of AP sports writers. 
The AP will name its 1982-83 Player 
of the Year and Coach of the Year 
April 1 at a news conference in Albu- 
querque, N.M., site of the NCAA Final 
F™T 
APICS/MGMT CLUB 
MEMBERS 
Mining: 
Sotakers: 
Mitel: 
Place: 
Tint: 
Wren 17 
Dr. Dan Bnig/rtlsr Pinto 
Japanese Manufacturing 
112 H 
7:30 p.m. 
HMPFY HOUR MFTEMHRDS 
CMMTtlT IPKMMMT CUM 
(IMl »UI sicl w »• tat) 
BRIAN TODD 
The New Impressionism Relates 
his imprfljjionj to campus problems. 
Impersonates Clint Eastwood, Billy Joel and many others! 
TODAY - Sidedoor - 8 pm - $1.00 
PI SIGMA ALPHA 
is sponsoring 
James White, Jr. 
Toledo Area Government 
Research Association 
"Alternative Careers for 
Political Science Majors" 
TONIGHT 7p.m. 
407 Moscley Hall 
ATTENTION JUNIORS ft SENIORS 
You May Be Eligible for Membership 
in 
GOLDEN KEY 
NATIONAL 
HONOR SOCIETY! 
Stop by our information table in 
Mosely Hall TODAY! 
from 9:00 am ■ 3:00 pm 
•■oiototot 
FRITO LAY 
POJATO CHIPS .99* 
8 oz. 
DIET SPRITE 
2 LITER 
LIKE OR SEVEN-UP 
6 PACK CANS 
RACKETEERS 
.89* 
$1.49 
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING FACING R.R. TRACKS 
t»\o*o*o 
TODAY ONLY!! 
JACK'S 
BAKERY 
BUY 12 BAGELS GET 6 FREE 
BUY 6 BAGELS   GET 3 FREE 
on* coupon psr purchase 
14411. Wootur Si. 
Mad Findcr'i EM 
HouraM-F88S.1 tSun 0-0 
WHIM—coupon 3&4 1001 
 BAGELS BY BARRY  
WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
ALL YOU CAS SAT 
CRAB LEES 
AND SHRIMP 
98.26 
Dinner includes: Dinner Salad 
Choice of potato, and roll and butter 
SUNDANCE 
352-1092 110 M. Mai* B.G. Obi. rj 
It's Just Right For Your Student Budget! 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR 
EARLY BIRD DINNER SPECIALS 
Monday-Thursday from 4:00-6:00 p.m. 
TOSSED SALAD PUMPKIN BREAD 
POTATO OR VEGETABLE DESSERT OF THE DAY 
ROLLS& BUTTER 
CHOICE OF: 
•Fried Chicken 
•Chopped Sirloin 
GoodThra 
JUMtlM 
1*3 S. Mats SI. 
n.: 352-25*5 
•Barbequed Short Ribs 
•Sausage A Sauerkraut 
•Liver v 
•FRESH FISH OR SPECIAL OF THE DAY 
•3 Egg Omelette 
•Stuffed Shrimp 
•Fried Shrimp 
•Hawaiian Ham 
•Broiled Pork Chops 
ZsacqfmaM't  $4.95 
: 
Now Leasing for 
Fall 1983-84 
ROCK LEDGE MAMOR 
850 Sixth St. at South Cottsgs 
Z b#droom turn. apt. 
2rwJ baths 
csbk vision -dish wash* 
4 X 10 storage locksr 
$535 Per month 
-9 month 
Owner pays heat and water 
BOGGS REAL ESTATE 
cal 352-3841 11-3 or 354-1120 
: 
.J! 
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
TUTORING Basic Math. Algebra. En 
gam and Reeding Cat attar 6 p m 
874-3349 
Marat 16. 1983 
Or. MM McArdle si Illinois Stele 
i wH apeak on "Animal Ex 
-■■ ma pubic only 
knew " A must for biology A psych 
majors A must for anyone who cares 
•bout snvnats Tonight 8 30. 112 
Lie  Science   Sponsored   by STU- 
DENTS FOR ANIMALS  
OK SCOUT COOKIE SALE 
MARCH 21-15 UNION OVAL 
S1.7JASOX, »em-4pm 
Win?? umv. HALL 
Pi Sigma Alpha wil be meenng Wad 
March   18.   7  pm.   407   Moaetay 
■OpiSrXsr A svoalion  
.   SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS 
PLEDGE TODAY 
SUPPORT THE HEALTH CENTER 
WOMEN IN BUSINESS 
MEETING TONIGHT 
7 30 PM 110 B A 
TAXES TAXES TAXES 
Rosier Tax A Accounting Service 
£hort torm $8 Long form SIS ft UR] 
Proleasionai Preparatton 
Reasonable Rates 
1007 N Mam. BO      352-4340 
WOMEN'S STUDIES ALUMNI PRIZE 
S10O prize lor bast graduate and 
undergraduate non-hcbon manu- 
scripts written about aspects ol worn 
en's eves Submit one original and 
one copy by Monday. March 21. 
1983 to Women's Studies Office 
317 West Hal For more information 
eel 372-2820  
LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND   Qoa) Mdya watch in 300 
MoaeleyFn 3.11  Cal 2-1857 
Found. Mans watch m Iron! ol Math 
SO Bldg Cal 2 4033  
Lost. Blue Knapsack m 115 Ed 
Buedmg on Thurs 3-11 Please re- 
turn REWARD Matci 2-3431 
RIDES 
Ride available to Tampa area tor 2 
persons March 25. cal Lori tor detsss 
352-4923  
2 riders wanted to the Daytona Co- 
coa Beach area Transportation a a 
1983 Datsun Leaving March 25 at 6 
urn  S40each 352 2818 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Horseback Riding 
HUNT SEAT EQUITATION 
Jumping trail ndmg. Fan Somalia* 
PEG 1331233 I credit Tour the 
lac Hail. River Hoaow Farm Perrys- 
burg West River Road. 2 mass from 
Foil Meoa 
Al your typing needs 
prolieaoner, done 
 352-4017  
Mufflers   mteJed-low   as   S19 95 
We'l meet or beat any written esti- 
mate   Don't pay more11* Cal 354 
1278 tor FREE estimate! BG Muffler 
Cenler   i 1055 Bowling Green Rd 
Expert typing 
70- per page 
Cal Chrta 352 1224 
TUCKER TYPING 
Papers 75' d s p Resumes 
Appbcation letters St 50 to set up. 
50" es additional original 
Nancy 3520809  
Professional Typing 
Thesis Dlssertationa 
3520835   
PERSONAL 
STOLEN 
on Sst   March 12 at Joe E   Louis 
Arena. Detroit, buy 3 suspects in bit 
ft wht   striped shirts—A PUCK-(s> 
ol no financial worth but ol great 
SENTIMENTAL    value    to    8GSU 
Hockey Team and Fans 
ADPI EducatorlMalchmaker 
here s little pity on met Keep the 
night ol April 7 tree. I otter you the 
same Incentives you offered me-but 
no matchmaking Invotved-T.T. 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PHI MU PANCAKE 
BREAKFAST IS COMING"  
ANDREW AND MICHAEL: 
Sunday night was terrific* Andrew, 
your roaee and tux were high class 
Michael. Mussels' was dehvtety writ- 
ten for you It was an evening that 
Bowling Green tans w* never lorget' 
Remember, 'There ain't no Mountain 
High enough to keep me from You*' 
LOVE DIANA ROSS  
Aprs 8 is tal semester 1983 Appkca 
Iron aeedfcne lor Wsshmgton inter- 
nahips Contact the center lor 
educational options. 231 Ad BfcJg 
(372 0202, lor rnformrjbon  
APPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDENT 
REC COUNCIL COUNCIL UNDER 
GRADUATE STUDENT MEMBERS 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC 
OFFICE. APPLICATIONS ARE DUE 
IN AT THE SRC OFFICE ON Fr» 
DAY, MARCH 1* AT 5:00 PM. IN- 
TERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE ON 
MONDAY ANO TUESDAY, MARCH 
21 AND 22, FROM 1:10 TO S-.OO PM. 
ATTENTION JRS ANO SRS LOOK IN 
YOUR CAMPUS MAILBOX TO FIND 
OUT MORE ABOUT GOLDEN KEY 
HONOR SOCIETY  
SASE1ALL GLOVE REPAIR 
nwlilig - Reweb 
S7 Si 2 eetimMed cost 
REC CENTER PRO SHOP 
Char. It'e so great to be considered 
your  fettle    Thanks  lor  everything' 
Good times are ahead   Alpha Gam 
■ova and want. .Maty  
Chris RebbM Noble, congrslulailons 
on stmlng S.A.E. Pride Trunks for 
everything. P-M. will be great. PM 
Alpha. The brothers or S.AE. 
Columbia Nutritional DIET system 
Avertable tor years only through Medi- 
cal Doctors. Loss up to 15-30 bs In 
the 1st couple ol weeks Al the 
rscommended Daly Alowance Do 
not have to count calories For FREE 
information cal Joyce   or Tim 354- 
1884  
03NGRADULATIONS LAMDA CHIS 
on your first place victory in the B-bel 
tournament Set* From your 6th Floor 
Fans , 
Congrats to Pitts for being lest weeks 
Rose Slater and to this weeks Ross 
Sister. Dentee. Alpha Gam love. The 
Pledges  
Congratulations to Marti KMnectt- 
midt and Nancy Althouee on your 
recent tevsllsrlng. The brothers of 
8.A.E.  
DO TWO BARRELS OF BEER ACTU- 
ALLY EQUAL TWO KEGS OF BEER? 
Freshmen Honor Students 
it you received an Invitation to loin 
PM Beta Sigma honorery-Oon't lor- 
get to Nil out the applications and 
send It to Charlane Coleman (431 
North Hall). Be a part of e proud sod 
honorable organization.  
All YOU CAN EAT 
PHI MU PANCAKE 
BREAKFAST IS COMING'"  
GOLDEN KEY 
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
 IS COMING!"  
Happy Hour Holiday Inn 
Everyday, al day MTV 
Every Night. Al Night 
HEALTH CARE CLUB MEETING 
TONIGHT 
7:K ere MO Moieley 
Hey Alpha XI Delta' Saturday night 
waa greet   the Formal was belter 
than first rate We hope everyone had 
lun-eepscxsty our deles' Nice (Ob CB 
ft Andrea  
Hey ATOs ft Gooo Phoo Boos, we 
sincerely had a good time fetst Friday. 
despite you-know-who. Never the 
less, let s do It again sometime  The 
PNPSIS  
Jenny. 
Goo Phoo Boo was too much! Mickey 
D's and champagne then Mexican 
Dloe-Lumbertack' Next II was the 
men's room ol Don's Drive-In and 
Barb amd Keith's caps Wal at least 
youhadantcenepontheway home' 
One 
JULIEBOO-CONGRATULATIONS 
ON YOUR SELECTION AS UAO 
GAMES COMMITTEE DIRECTOR' I 
NOW  YOU'I 00 A GREAT  JOB! 
LOVE. LYDIA  
KIMMER. 
Isn't it good to know that Iriends leave 
you with a lasting IMPRESSION (If 
only tor a tew days ) Love. John 
LYNN ELCESSOR, FROM CHAPTER 
PRESIDENT TO CRESENT COVER 
GIRL ANO NOW COLLEGIATE CON- 
> SULTANTI WAY TO GO!! WE ARE 
50 PROUD OF YOU. CONGRATU- 
LATIONS AND GOOD LUCK WITH 
YOUR   NEW   JOB.   LOVE.   YOUR 
GAMMA PHI SISTERS.  
MANVIUE MADNESS tSCOMINQIII 
NEXT-TC—NEW SHOP 
Clothing ft housewarea priced low 
Open Tues   104pm ft Fri   1-7pm 
51 Aloysius School 2nd ttoor 
ON FRIDAY THE PHI DELTS ARE 
HAVING A BEACH BLOW—OUT. 
IT'S GOING TO BE ONE HELLUVA 
DATE PARTYI WHO WILL BE THE 
LUCKY LADIES INVITED TO JOIN 
US   ON   UR   STRETCH   OF   THE 
BEACH?  
PATTY GALATAS- 
Chapter Consultant. 
Welcome to BG' The Delta Kappa 
Chapter of pin Mu is glad you're here 
Love. The Phi Mu's  
PfTTS-DENISE-PITTS-OENISE 
WE LOVE YOU-THE MIXED NUTS 
APPLICATIONS FOR THE STUDENT 
REC COUNCIL. COUNCIL UNDER- 
GRADUATE    STUDENT    MEMBERS 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT THE SRC 
OFFICE APPLICATIONS ARE DUE 
IN AT THESRC OFFICE ON FRIDAY, 
MARCH  IS  AT  5:00   PM   INTER- 
VIEWS   WILL   TAKE   PLACE   ON 
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, MARCH 
21 and 22, FROM 6:30 lo »:00 PM. 
ROSES ARE RED 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
I HAD A GREAT TIME CAROLYNE 
AT THE GOO PHOO BOO YA HOO 
MARK  
SATURDAY, MARCH 1»th 
NORMAN'S with the* own version of 
ROCK. S 1 00 cover charge  SOYD- 
ER'S CORNERR1 6 and 65 (East of 
B G | McCkire. Onto  
SHORT ON CASH FOR SPRING 
BREAK? ENTER KAPPA DELTA'S 
50/50 RAFFLEI WW 112 OF CASH 
PROCEEDS DROWING ON THURS- 
DAY.    MARCH    24     BUY   YOUR 
TICKET FROM ANY KD  
Spend 5 weeks m France tree sum- 
mer and receive 6 hours ol credit 
Uve with a French family, experience 
French beaches snd cuisine A meet- 
ing ol inlormation concerning the 
French Summer program wB be held 
al 9 pm, March 17 at the French 
House    Refreshments  and  French 
cockles served  
Slept! WIWe-CongratuMtione on your 
part m Doty You'l be tsbutousl LSI 
your ADPi ststets 
Slop in at JEANS N' THINGS 
to see our new SPPJNG arrivals"1 
531 Ridge SI 
Y'ALL—HERE'S YOUR CHANCE TO 
PASS OUT BEFORE YOUR DATE 
DOOM TONIGHTS FORMAL WILL 
BE A RIOT. B.J. AND PRYOR, MAKE 
SURE YOU BRm*G CLEAN SHEETS. 
MUPPET—TRY TO MAKE IT 
THROUGH THE NIGHT WITHOUT 
VISITING THE PROCELAIN GOD. 
TKE FORMAL WILL BE A ILASTI 
GET PSYCHED!! MANNY PS IT'S 
STILL NOT TOO LATE TO OET A 
DATEW1RTAI  
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
T-SHIRTS 
 CALL JJM Ss>7»11  
Students for Animals presents 
Dr. John McArdle ol Illinois 
State Univ., speaking on 
■Animal EipertmentatkHvll 
the public only knew 
Tonight 1:30. 112 LHe Science 
Thanks lo Ron Coatee, Frank Tom- 
bus!, and Dan Bllnn. Congratula- 
tions on being brothers ol lha week. 
The brothers of Slgms Phi Epslton. 
The ADPIs congratulate MJ on her 
Pis Del kavafcermg lo Ron and Kris on 
her Delta Chi lavelienng to John What 
alameyi  
The brothere of ATO wteh JIM 
MERGER. JOHN HAUSER. ERIC EL- 
LIS AND RICH SMITH a happy birth- 
2H  
The brothers of Slgms Chi wish lo 
congratulate Kim Snow ft Dave St. 
Charles on their Phi Mu Sigma Chi 
lavasenng 
The Intramural Advisory Board Is 
accepting applications tor student a 
wishing to be on the 1883-84 Board. 
This Board Is comprised of stu- 
dents Involved In live coordination 
ol Univ. IM Program. Applications 
may be obtained Irom Rm. 10S SRC. 
Deadline tor return ol applications 
la March Hlh 1001.  
The Pi Kappa wish to congrstulate 
brothers Steve Henna. Kevin Roes, 
and an Woeste upon the* recogni- 
tion ol outstanding academic achieve- 
ment by I F C  Were proud ol you 
Keep up the good work'  
Tonight is the night' Thi Phi Gams are 
looking forward to par(tee)lng with the 
KO'a and the TKE's  
T6~~THE 2nd OLD BAG IN 308 
CHAPMAN HAPPY 20lh B—OAY 
2K3 AND WELCOME TO THE CLUB'! 
NOW I KNOW YOU RE NOT UPSET. 
CAUSE IT'S NOT THAT BAD-EVEN 
I SURVIVEDI HAVE A GREAT OAYt! 
LOVE YA. MARY  
WASH FOR LESS 
AT THE WASH HOUSE 
250 N   MAIN  
WENDY AND DANA; 
DURAN DURAN ISN'T THE ONLY 
ONE   WITH    GIRLS   ON   FILM'll 
MARK. ___ 
WIN SSS FOR FLORIDA"! 
BUY YOUR RAFFLE TICKET TODAY 
FROM    ANY     KAPPA    DELTA  
DRAWING 3/24 
USG 
Need a  nde  somewhere  or  need 
riders to share expenses' Please cal 
USG Pol -A -Ride al 3720324 
DiN-A-Ride 
Rides needed' Please cal the USG 
offices al 372 0324 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PHI MU PANCAKE 
BREAKFAST IS COMING!" 
St Patricks Day 
It's no Blarney — enjoy a 
beer, a Margarita... and 
have a time I 
Featuring Entertainment by 
the Magical Group of 
Wednesday Thru Saturday 
10-2 
March on in to El Dorado 
on St. Patrick's Day and 
enjoy a savin' o' the green 
as we celebrate with a 
HAPPY HOUR . . . ALL DAY AND 
ALL NIGHTS 
2ND, 3RD PRIZES 
best Irish Costume! 
An Added Special 
FREE DESSERT 
WITH ALL ENTREES 
• Oulstandirtq reputation in 
Test Preparation 
• Hundreds ol hours of taped 
instruction via complete 
TEST-N-TAPE* facilrties. No 
compulsory mass lectures. No 
fixed classes • 
• Plan your own schedule; 
proceed at your own pace 
• Use free time to your 
advantaoe. We're available 
days, evenings, or weekends 
according to each center's 
schedule. No loss of study 
time when working out of 
town. (Transfers available to 
any of our over 105 centers in 
the U.S. and abroad.) 
EDUCATIONAL 
1
 CENTIR 
T
-
,PM?!Se1a"u",,, 
for Information, P/eaae Calf. 
536-3701 
tori 
The Oeloonnan 352 8061 
re you looking, to Get Lucky 
Us St   Patricks Da,' 
'all forget the 44eef clover! 
Diamond Productions 
STRIPPING LEPRECHAUN 
►nytlme/Anywfierefdlscounl rate 
52-2000 PhH.I*F after 7 pm. 
Give your car a Drees lor Spring 
FREE engine anelyeta lo atudenta'ts- 
cutty ol BGSU along wth written 
estimate ol parts > labor 1/2 price- .1 
labor upon presentation of BGSU 
etudent/fecutty 10 card Get your car 
done right the fast time. JAW Repeir 
Service. 352-0213. Cal lor an ao 
pomtment  
2-Fer AH Day Saturday 
2-S or. Choice Strip Steaks 
Potato, Salad ter-SIO.*! 
LK 1450 E. Wcoaler 
WANTED 
Wanted FEM RMTE May 83 May 84 
Qrad Stud   Pre!   Low rent 2 Bdrm 
turn 2 Person Newly Remod 
Cal Cathy 352 1798 after 5 
WANTED:   QUALITY   TURNTABLE, 
AUTOMATIC,    DIRECT—DRIVE. 
CALL BECKY 102-0022-  
1 M Roommate needed for nice E 
Meny St Apt S560 semeeter for 
detsss contsct Qsry 372-6385 
WANTED 10-SPEED BICY- 
CLE.UNDER $50. CALL 352 2270 
ASK FOR AL OR CALL 372-4984 
ANO ASK FOR LAURA  
F Rmmle needed urgentty-now 
through summer-Mae 372-2031 8 
em lo 5 pm M-F 
BG Men's Lacrosse Ckjb needs a 
goeae No experience necessary If 
MenHd eel Joe at 353-1821 
HELP WANTED 
Don! let your spring break turn Into 0 
summer work headache' National 
company has ful time positions aval- 
able lor B G students earn $3294 
Send a self-addressed env A phone 
•Jo P 0_Bo. 103   B G_ OH 43402 
Host,  hostess   waller   wMreea A 
kitchen staff  Max a Erma's Restau- 
rant ta looking tm bright enthusiastic a 
energeK people lo torn then staff 
Experience prelerred   Apply In per- 
son  between  2 14  M-F  5319 
Heatherdowns Btvd . Toledo. 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS' S14-S2TOOO 
Csrrrbean.   Hawaii.   Work)    Cal  lor 
Gode Dvnclory Newsletter  1-918- 
722-1 111 Ext   Bowling Green 
Horseboy  positions.   Meet  lots  of 
gVts Must be reeponslblei Openings 
during 83 84 school year  Cal Barb 
372-3008 for addtoonal Info  
GET INVOLVED 
STUDENT COURT . 
Is now accepting applications for the 
1983-84 court atatl The applications 
are avassble In 405 student services, 
and must be returned by March 25. 
1983 Questions' CAJ 372-2969 
M'A'S'HBOVER... 
and In 2 mo* so la tie 82-83 school 
yew. Do you have a summer rob yet? 
tlaspnal company has several poet 
Bom aval, lor BG students N you're 
herdwodung i don't mM travel, send 
a eel addrttaad env 4 phone * to 
P.O. Box 103. BO .OH 43402 
Temporary Help Warned  Metal Man 
ufac  No Experience required Apply 
in person   Pace*. Corp. 520 F. SI 
Amoomt.    Perrysburg,    Oho   (1-76 
Buck Rd. ExH)         
Spring Break Heap Needed Honey 
Baked Ham. emu Cal 385 7440 or 
apply si person. Coieraki Ave Aek lor 
Rick  
KM SALE 
1977 Deteun 2602 be 1 sport for 
1/3 ft* price S6.300 or best Oder 
Ah. AnvFm. 28.000 ml Very good 
cond   362-9398   altar   6.30  pm, 
anytime en weekends.  
Ada Ckssalcal Gutter Case and Ac 
cesaorks*.  SlOO   Cal Kevin al  2- 
0082 or 352-8618  
Technics receiver SA 300 30 watts 
per channel Cuceeent Cond. 6 loot 
bar-very practical for cole 90 student 
Cal Steve 362-1869  
FOI RENT 
CARTY RENTALS 
Houses Apartments Rooms 
9 12 month leases Summer Rentals 
Al near Campus 352-7365 
VtL—MANOR ANNEX APT. 
1024 E Wooater ecroee Irom Rodg 
era: 2-2 bdrm. race turn, accomoda 
ttone tor Fan A Summer. Lg tvg 
room, kitchen & Kat slzs ceramic bath, 
as- cond , laundry In baaement Stor- 
age specs Cal 352-2858 tor spot 
omy.  
Efficiency apt lor rent, 1220 1/2 E 
Wooehjr   St.   $1S0/mo.   12   mo 
leeae. 352 1104. 362-1090 
1 Bdrm. A 3 Bdrm. Apis 
lor 83 84 school year 
Close to campus       ' 
 1-67B-7437 
ROOMS TO RENT Aval now. doss 
10 campus  1-2673341  
SUMMER RENTALS HOUSES AND 
APTS CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 1-2*7- 
3341  
" bdnW ho.se 319 Prke SI 1983- 
84 school year Summer ralss I- 
267-3341  
FREE months rant on our futy fur- 
nished studio apartments' Com- 
pletely quiet and private Plenty of 
storage Ful kttchsn and bathroom 
Wa write our leases to fit your needs 
Good location Close to restaurants 
and stores CHARING CROSS APTS 
1017 8. Main BL 302-0590.  
Newly redecorated dCMmslaa-s. 2 
bdrm. lor summer Only $300 A low 
unities, adjacent campus 3541753 
VEL-avAHOR APARTMENTS 
lor FBI A Summer   920 E   Wooeter 
across from Kohl  2 bdrm., ceramic 
bath, lg. tvg room A kitchen Al utl 
except elec Storage space, air cond 
A cable 362-2858 for appl only. 
Summer apt. tern. turn. 
Across from Kohl   Rent negotiable 
Cal Cathy 352-1798 atler 5 
Nice 2 bdrm hse A 1 bdrm apt for 
summer subts. Close 10 Campus Cal 
362-2821 or 354-2229  
Large 1 bdrm. apt unturn 2 bats 
from   csmpua.    354-1679,   Larry. 
Furn 3 bdrm. $280 00 
Fum effic $130 00 
256 S   &ISSOO A AC   353-3611 
Now renting tor 83-84 school year. 
Iloussa and apartments  Boggo Reel 
Estate 352-9467. 352-3841. 354- 
1120  
PARTY ROOM AVAKaU 
PREFERRED PROPERTY 
AM MMH ST.: 382-9171 
NfceFum Apia, utj pd 2 bks west 
olcsmpus 352-7758  
CAMPUS MANOR Now renting tor 
Summer end Fal school year 
Spec* Summer Rstse 
PH 352-9302 or 352-7366 eves 
2 bdrm sots . 9 mo  leases lor 4 M 
$110 ee for 3 « $120 ea. for 2 at 
$160 a* Also 1 bdrm. apts Al near 
Campus   362 7365 
Available rm ely. Subk 
Summsr Rants! Fum A Unfurn 
houses   References required  353- 
3655  
hliajaely owned apartments A house 
southwest isordantial area. $176- 
250 353-3865 
tenant who wta help pay Very rae- 
aonabH    Cal   352-4380  or  362- 
7361  
Check Out Mk) AM Manor Apart- 
ments   Cat 352-4380.  352-7361 
(See dksptey ad).  
Now renting for summer Two bed- 
room, fum apt Water, cable I v paid 
lor A/C, parking lot. laundry facaWee 
$400 for the summer. $250. lor 
shorter term Cal 352-7182. 
2 bdrm . dean and quiet, tal semes 
lev 4 gtrta 352-6040 attar 5 
824 Sixth FREE HEAT. WATER A 
SEWER 2 bdrm turn Laundry mi m 
txxtdtng   Special rates for groups of 
3 Cal Newtove Mgmt 352-6620 
404  S   Coesgn:   House  dose  lo 
campus. Ideal lor 3 gred students 2 
bdrm.  fum   Cal  Newtove Moment 
352-5620  
138 1/2 N Men: Large 1 bdrm furn 
apt. over downtown business Close 
10 campus   Cal  newtove  Manege- 
ment 362-5620.  
517 E Reed Close to campus only 
2 yrs old 1 or 2 bdrms MMduef 
entry ways (only 1 left ol each! Cal 
Newtove Manooomont 352-6620 
449-455 S Enterprise FREE WA 
TER, SEWER, CABLE TV t bdrm 
unfum Low utsty bss Ideal lor Qrad 
student or serious student Cal New- 
love Management 352-5620 
203 S Church Duplex 2 bdrm A 
large, unfum. 2 porches Cel New- 
love Monegemont 352-5620        
BAER RENTALS 
VOTED BG '8# 1 LANDLORD 
2 BDRM. APTS -1/2 Blk  2 BGSU 
SUMMER ANO FALL LEASES 
352-4671 and 352-1800 
2 bdrm apt for rent, dose location to 
campus and low rent. Half furnished- 
2  refrigerelors  tor  sale   Cal 352- 
4466 ask tor Dan or leave meassoe 
FOR    RENT-NOW    SIGNING 
LEASES  FOR 4-MAN  APT*. AT 
710 7th ST. IS2S per SEMESTER. 
CALL 362-1765 or 352-1 $09. 
2 bdrm  turn apt 
rtewty fum A carpet 
 362-2663  - 
Modem 1 story, 2 boOoom fur- 
nished spt for rent, close to cam- 
pus, 2 car garage, study/storage 
room, sundsck, laundry (acuities, 
spirsl staircase $ more. $130 each 
lor 4 people, 152-1104, H2-1090. 
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PREPARE FOR THE 
THEY DO IT 
in southern calif 
But. in tl» frozen jwomp, of i>wthwt«i Ohio, 
they said it couldn't be done! 
But... 
at Stadium Laundry 
S. FREE DRYING 
WBTWID-tTfllJlS AUDATI 
WE  DO  IT      «"_M"-*T 
V, 
PUU.UUI.I 
iMIilftp*-. 
ra.urtjif 
€1 Dorado 
« 
MEXICAN FOOD & DRINK    ^ 
!W5N.MalnSt.       Ph. 354-3531 ^jP 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
EdilMl by Mariarrl Farrar sad Trudt Jattc 
CHSI UN A^HM 1 >-« rilSilll 
ACROSS 43 0everecompenss 22 Kind ol apple 
1 Conclusion In         45 Storage places        24 Jam and telly, 
music 40 Rood, to Romulus for exempts 
5 Sandy spots on      47 rndasnweer             20 Pickled bud 
thegreon                49 One who finds         21 Basic chemical 
10 Short.lore             52 Relaxed                        compound 
subordlnsts                 relationship             20 Heros 
11 In the center ol       57 American editor      20 Common article 
ISTkJslbOre                   SO Smoothes                   31 Enlerleine. Diana 
16 PotlolOlunsws       DO Printer's word            32 Type of fungus 
17 Soap fragrance      01 M. Zola                    33 British weapons 
lODraaevpan             02 Word with weed       30 Local government          '   , 
20 Span Support               orwood                        In ancient Attica 
21 Holiday                  03 NMuralnass            31 American 
happenings            04 Al and                  eesutiea 
23Mateofhle                  sevens                    30 Dander 
25 Craggy hills            06 Pigeons piece        41 AOowsnce lo- 
20 Beeverhst                                                        waste 
30 Man and others            DOWN                     42 Musical comedy's 
34 Babysitters.              1 Throwofdlos               Rivera 
Asian style               2 The ten I-maker        44 ' of Honey' 
16 Crowd ol cattle         3 Wine's partner        46 outette 
36 Scrsp                       t rotate                     41 Contuse 
37 Klndoloons                5 eoktntlet Edward      40 Come in second 
30 Dodger player of       0 lees softened          SO Precedent ol 
the good old days     7 Past                             chordormeier 
39 "Picnic"                   o Stags necessity      51 Nerve branches 
pleywrlght                   8 Calming drug             53 The "Iliad" 
40 Reeull                     10 Cepltal ol Turkey     54 PlarUat Peler 
41 Melodic                  11 Neutral colors         56 Turkey or fo> 
compositions         12 Horse follower             IQHo.lt 
42 Legendary king       13 Smgteaoul             56 Feudal worker 
of Corinth                11 Oumaa character     M Hothtng 
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